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Committee names Stein ﬁnalist
By James Stephenson
News Editor

By Jamie Howell / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

John Stein, interim Dean of Students and director of Success
Programs, is now the ﬁnalist in the Dean of Students search.

candidates expressed interest in
the position. No one on campus
applied during the ﬁrst search.
The Dean of Students search Those are decisions a search comcommittee announced John Stein mittee makes based on the inforas its ﬁnalist in the second search mation they have at the time,”
conducted this
said William
year. The ﬁrst
Schafer, vice
search, which
president of
“No one on
had been a naStudent Afcampus applied
tional search,
fairs.
was restarted
The com[for the position]
this spring after
mittee na rduring the ﬁrst
the commitrowed its focus
tee concluded
to the two onsearch.”
that none of
campus canthe ﬁnalists ﬁt
didates and
William Schafer
the mold for
made a deciVice President of
Tech.
sion on which
Student Aﬀairs
I n it i a l ly,
one would be
t he s e c ond
a better ﬁt for
search was also
Tech.
going to be a national search,
“The search committee inbut the committee later opted terviewed the candidates and
to only review applicants from recommended one candidate
within the Institute.
to go forward. That candidate
“The search changed from was John Stein, [interim Dean of
a national search to an internal
search when the two on-campus
See Dean, page 6

GT Listens clariﬁes policy changes
By James Stephenson
News Editor

Students will be able to learn
about the new housing policy
during a free speech forum called
GT Listens. The event will be
taking place next week to inform
students of the changes to the
housing policy.
“There is only a subset of
students who know about the
changes. We want to create an
understanding about the changes
and what is expected from the
students,” said Bobby Beaulieu,
undergraduate vice president of
campus aﬀairs.
The forum will take place
Tuesday Oct. 10., from 11 a.m.
to 12 p.m. The forum will last for

Residence Hall Community Policy Changes

The following are Acts of Intolerance
and are considered unacceptable:
Current Policy

Previous Policy

A. Any attempt to injure, harm,
malign, or harass a person because
of race, religious belief, color, sexual/
aﬀectional orientation, national
origin, disability, age or gender.
B. Direct verbal or physical assaults
upon an individual because of their
racial, ethnic or sexual/aﬀectional
identity.
F. Denigrating written/verbal communications (including the use of
telephones, emails, and computers) directed toward an individual
because of their characteristics or
beliefs.

A. Any attempt to harass
or physically harm
a person.
B. Physical assaults
upon an individual
because of their racial,
ethnic or sexual/aﬀectional identity.
F. Does not exist.

forty minutes. The ﬁrst twenty
minutes will be a discussion of the
changes and the second twenty
minutes will be a question and
answer session where the students
can ask for clariﬁcation.
“The forum will be looking
at both policies and discussing
the diﬀerences between them.
The changes will be printed out
on paper and passed out to the
students attending the forum,”
Beaulieu said.
According to Beaulieu, the
changes to the housing policy
are limited in scope.
“The changes are much more
narrow than what students think
they are, and that creates the
See Forum, page 6

Clough discusses his life experiences
The questions ranged from
Clough’s experience on Tech
as a student, to what he does
Institute President Wayne during his free time, to how his
Clough struggled during his experiences at other universities
ﬁrst semester as a student at have shaped him in his role as
Tech. Clough talked about president.
“[In my free
that and other
time] I love to
topics when
“My wife and I
read. Readhe sat down
ing is someon Tuesday to
love to go to the
thing you can
participate in
movies.”
do anytime.
an interview
I also swim
that shed light
for physical
Wayne Clough
on his personal
exercise and
side. The inInstitute President
I enjoy golfterview was
ing. My wife
conducted by
Brett Ryan, a third-year Biology and I love to go to the movies,”
major and the host of Tech Talk Clough said.
One of the ﬁrst questions was
on WREK Radio. The interview
took place in the Library East what made Clough decide to go
Commons and was open for to Tech. “I went to Tech because
students to attend and ask Clough
questions.
See Clough, page 5
By James Stephenson
News Editor

By Ethan Trewhitt / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Institute President Wayne Clough sat down with WREK Tuesday
to answer questions about aspects of his personal life.

K

By Julia Bunch / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

aboom: The Wachovia Building on
Peachtree Street was imploded last Saturday aﬀecting traﬃc around campus.
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From the ﬁles of the GTPD...

Technique Online Voice your opinion!

Campus Crime

Last issue’s question received 29 responses.
What should Tech use in place of WebCT?
It doesn’t need a replacement- 38%

Color

Larceny-Theft

WebCT Vista- 28%
Lost Property

9/25/2006

12:10:00 hrs.

Location: Student Center Commons
Incident: Report of lost cellphone.

9/25/2006

21:15:00 hrs.

15:26:00 hrs.

Location: Field Residence Hall

Sakai - 17%

Professors should
choose their own program- 17%
By Hillary Lipko / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

This week’s question:
What do you think about the changes to the Residence
Hall Comunity Policies?

Tell us at www.nique.net

Incident: Report of lost channel
lock plyers.

Found Property

9/28/2006

4:57:00 hrs.

11:28:00 hrs.

Location: CRC Field

Location: Student Center

Incident: Report of a stolen backpack and contents.

Incident: Report of a sick person
transported to Grady hospital.

9/25/2006

21:39:00 hrs.

Location: CRC Field
9/27/2006

Health-Safety

9/25/2006

Incident: Report of a stolen backpack and contents.
9/27/2006

12:11:00 hrs.

Location: Center Street Apartments
Incident: Report of a stolen
bicycle.

Location: Between CRC and Tech
Parkway

9/27/2006

12:57:00 hrs.

Incident: Report of recovered
backpack.

Incident: Report of a stolen ChickFil-A sandwich.

Location: Student Center

9/26/2006

00:46:00 hrs.

Location: Towers Residence Hall
Incident: Report of an injured person transported to Piedmont.
9/27/2006

12:32:00 hrs.

Location: Student Services Building
Incident: Report of a sick person
transported to Crawford-Long.

Entering Auto

9/27/2006

18:56:00 hrs.

Location: 555 Eighth Street
Incident: Report that a beige ʻ99
Jeep Cherokee was entered and
items were taken.

Corrections
In last weekʼs Entertainment section,
the article “Students Rock Fall Fashion”
on page 17 was incorrectly attirbuted
to Jacinda Williams. The authorʼs correct name is Jacinda Thomas.

sliver
www.nique.net/sliver

Fuge, mus, fuge!!!
A brain train? To UGA? Are
they serious?
Tech Girls, just so you know,
this whole every boy I know
has a crush on me comes back
to bite you.
OCD ODBC
Icehouse Weishouse
I <3 you too JJB
the=teh -- get it right you nerd
loosers
Roll initiative.
That sandstorm should slow
them down.
Thank you, Obi-Wan.
Racing Stripes make a car GO
FASTER.
what is all this talk about Quinn
for Heisman, what about CALVIN JOHNSON!
sexy time...
What winks and has sex like a
panther?
;)
For the love of god, big muscular
guys need to work on RERACKING your weights at the gym.
caverlee, more like fag-erlee
Mmm...I love being a Ferst
Center Usher.
jjjjeeessssiiiiccccaaaaaa
talk to kenny
chiro betichod
Iota Iota Nine Forever
Flying homeeeeeeeee! :-)
I wanna go homeeeeeeeee!
I hate Tech X-(
Drop DSP. Switch majors to IE
or MGT
To whoever decided that programmers need to explain themselves to other people through
comments: No.
Why do the library bathrooms
smell like fruity pebbles and
piss?
Mike Cox is my hero
pwned!
Yoda 3340 FOR LIFE!
Ha, ha it works for me
Yoda taught me the ways of
pressure force.
Greeks drink, get over it
Red Socks rock
See page 12 for more Slivers!
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Graduate Student Senate

Clippings

ach week, elected members of the houses of the Student Government
Association (SGA) meet to consider allocation bills and talk about campus
issues. Here are summaries of those meetings.
Undergraduate House of Representatives

UHR fails funding
for moon gala event
Bills failed

By Corbin Pon
Contributing Writer

•

The Undergraduate House of
Representatives was presented
with one bill during their meeting
last Tuesday, which failed by seven
votes.
The bill brought before the house
was the joint allocation to the Chinese Friendship Fellowship to fund
their National Day and Moonlight
Gala event.
The bill was postponed last week
because the organization did not
meet with the Joint Finance Committee (JFC) and did not attend the
meeting to ﬁeld questions. During
the week in between the meetings,
the organization also did not meet
with JFC and was again not present
at the meeting to ﬁeld questions.
The bill was amended in accordance with the graduate students,
who brought the bill total down to
$355. The bill failed with a ﬁnal
vote of 17 yeas, 24 nays and two
abstentions.
In her report of the president,
Alison Graab, the undergraduate
student body president, announced
that the Robocup competition will
be coming to Tech next summer for
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Joint Allocation to Chinese Friendship Fellowship

8-10 days and that a planning committee was being formed for it.
Graab also talked about the Code
of Conduct changes and that revisions to the Code of Conduct have
been sent to student groups to give
suggestions. The deadline for these
suggestions is Oct. 16. The main
reason for the revisions is to make the
Code of Conduct clearer to students
going through the process.
Anu Parvatiyar, the undergraduate chief of staﬀ, reported that there
would be an open forum presentation
Thursday for the ﬁnalist in the Dean
of Students search.
Alice Luo, the undergraduate
vice president of academic aﬀairs,
reported that FreShGA had been
fully formed and that the public
relations chair was putting up bulletins around campus.
Bobby Beaulieu, the undergraduate vice president of campus aﬀairs,
reported that a voter registration
drive had been taking place and was
to end on Thursday.

STUDY FILM

IN ITALY

FILM HISTORY & PRODUCTION
JUNE 2007

Enjoy la dolce vita as you live
and
learn
in
Northern
Italy.
Choose from three LCC courses, all
compatible with the Oxford summer
program, for $3,250, plus tuition
& airfare.
See our table
at the Study Abroad Fair Oct. 12.

Apply now!

www.oie.gatech.edu/apply
film@lcc.gatech.edu

Literature, Communication, and Culture

Tie-breaker decides senate vote
By James Stephenson
News Editor

A tie-breaker was needed to decide the fate of the only bill brought
before the Graduate Student Senate
(GSS) during its meeting Tuesday.
The bill did not pass.
The joint allocation to the
Chinese Friendship Fellowship,
which had been postponed from
last week’s meeting, was the only
bill to be brought before the house.
The bill was postponed because a
representative had not met with the
Joint Finance Committee (JFC)
nor was a representative present at
the meeting to ﬁeld questions from
the senators.
The bill was asking for funding
of the organization’s National Day
and Moonlight Festival Gala. The
organization did not meet with
JFC, so the recommendations of
cutting the bill down to $755 stay
the same.
There was a motion to strike
the cost of the performance, which
amounted to $400, from the bill.
The motion passed.
There was also a motion to amend
according to the JFC recommendations on top of the motion that had
already passed. This motion would
bring the total of the bill down to
$355. The motion also passed the
senate.
Adam Brancato, a senator representing Chemical and Biomolecular
Engineering, recommended that
the bill not be funded. According
to Brancato, the senate should send
a message to organizations that the
organizations should meet with
JFC and attend the meetings to
inform SGA of what is intended
in the bill.
Ed Greco, a senator representing
Physics and the senator who authored
the bill, said that striking an addition
$400 on top of what JFC had already

By Ariel Bravy / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Mitch Keller, graduate student body president, oversees a GSS meeting last year. The GSS failed the only bill it considered Tuesday.

taken away from the bill is enough to
send a message to the organization
and that the senate should fund what
was remaining of the bill.
David Jenson, a senator representing Chemistry and the graduate
secretary, said he was in favor of
not funding the bill because the
attendance policy of the event was
unknown.
According to Jenson, the bill
could be funding a bunch of nonTech students depending on who was
invited to attend the event.
The bill came to a vote and the
vote was a tie with twelve in favor
and twelve opposed with three
abstentions. Ryan Bechtel, the
graduate executive vice president,
had the tie-breaking vote and he
voted against the bill. Therefore,
the bill failed.
In his report of the vice president,
Bechtel said that Parking and Trans-

Bills failed
•

Joint Allocation to Chinese Friendship Fellowship

portation has informed him that they
have purchased four ﬂex cars now
available for students to rent.
In his report of the president,
Mitch Keller, the graduate student
body president, said that next
summer, Tech will be hosting
Robocup.
The people putting the event
together would like to have a graduate and an undergraduate student to
help with the process of planning the
event. Keller also reported that he
had been working with a group put
together by the registrar to look at
the degree petition process to make
recommendations on how to make
it easier for students.
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Tech earns high biotech rank
By Phoebe Rawson
Contributing Writer

A recent biotechnology study
from the Milen Institute named
Tech one of the top universities in
the world for technology transfer
and a top producer of start-up
companies.
Tech was ranked fourth for
start-up companies, 11th overall
for technology transfer and eighth
for patents ﬁled. According to the
U.S. Patent and Trademark Oﬃce,
Tech also ranked ninth for the
number of patents in 2005. The
rankings included information on
technologies other than biotechnology, biotechnology made up a
signiﬁcant portion of the total for
each ranking.
The Milken study, Mind to Market: A Global Analysis of University
Biotechnology Transfer and Commercialization, shows the position of
institutions in the commercialization
process of taking research ideas and
introducing them to the market.
According to Wayne Hodges,
vice provost of Tech’s Enterprise
Innovation Institute, there are a
number of ways in which the growth
of start-up companies beneﬁt the
Tech community. The start-ups
provide opportunities for employment to Tech students and graduates,
and the presence of the companies
help to build Atlanta’s technological
reputation. This then encourages
more companies, resources, and
opportunities to the area and to
Georgia.
“Commercialization is an important part of the innovation cycle, and
an area of great importance to the
continued economic viability of the
United States. Tech’s expertise in this
area will broaden the experience we
can provide students, giving them
additional skills they can apply in the
marketplace. Developing a strong
reputation for transferring technol-

ogy will enhance the reputation we
already have in applied technology,
making our graduates even more
valuable,” Hodges said.
Additionally, the marketing
of technology developed at Tech
produces ﬁnancial gain for Tech
and for Georgia as a whole. The
economy of Georgia is made stronger
by the economic return that startup
companies provide.
According to Hodges, outstanding staﬀ and faculty members are
recruited to Tech by their interest in
commercializing their technology at
Tech. The entrepreneurs who ﬁnd
success at Tech tend to give back to

“Electronics and
software have
always been
strengths on
campus.”
Wayne Hodges

Vice Provost in Techʼs
Enterprise Innovation
Institute

the university as well.
The advantages of these partnerships do not end at ﬁnancial gains or
reputation, however. Healthcare is
aﬀected by new advances in bioscience and biotechnology that are put
on the market.
According to Hodges, the efﬁciency and quality of healthcare
can be increased by the developments
in this area.
“Beyond providing better health
care to our citizens, this commercialization also oﬀers signiﬁcant
economic beneﬁts in the formation
of new companies and more eﬃcient
delivery of services,” Hodges said.
Tech’s Enterprise Innovation
Institute, which helps give compa-

Technique
Staﬀ meetings: Tuesday @ 7 p.m.
Room 137 of the Flag building

nies the cutting edge by applying
science, technology, and innovation,
currently utilizes its commercialization services group to analyze
developments in technology on the
Tech campus, examining their potential in the market and aiding the
developers in ﬁnding the best way to
commercialize their invention.
This takes place in cooperation
with the Oﬃce of Technology Licensing. According to Hodges, there
is a lot of activity in this area at Tech,
and much of it comes to fruition in
the commercial realm. Inventions
made by researches totaled 366 and
inventors received 39 patents in the
ﬁscal year 2006 at Tech.
“Electronics and software have
always been strengths on campus.
We are also seeing a lot of bioscience
technology, particularly the merger
of engineering and medicine, leveraging our collaboration with Emory
University. Other areas include information security, alternative energy,
nanotechnology and materials,”
Hodges said regarding the current
areas of technology at Tech.
According to Hodges, the fact
that Tech is highly ranked in overall technology transfer has various
advantages for the university. The
outcome is signiﬁcant for both the
members of the Tech community
and the broader Atlanta area.
According to Hodges, a recent
printing of Inc. Magazine noted that
Tech ranked with MIT, Stanford,
Yale and the University of Texas at
Austin as one of the top universities
for entrepreneurial partnerships.
Tech came out ahead of Yale and
Texas in 2005 for the number of
start-up companies.
“This makes us more attractive
to entrepreneurs and investors, who
increasingly see Atlanta as a good
place to start a company. More
entrepreneurs and investors mean
more startups, which add to our
reputation,” Hodges said.

“It was more spartan back then.
The campus was a lot smaller. Our
life consisted of walking up the hill
I always wanted to build things. My and back down again. There was no
parents grew up on a farm during diversity here. Tech integrated while
the [Great] Depression. Tech is the I was here [as a student]. Atlanta was
place I wanted to get into and was the heart of the civil rights movelucky enough [to be accepted],” ment. People here on campus were
Clough said.
cheering for [Martin Luther] King
Clough was asked about the and other people in the civil rights
spelling and the pronunciation of movement,” Clough said.
his name and how it is confusing
Clough was then asked about
to people new at Tech.
his view of the president’s role at
“Apparantly ‘ough’ has the most Tech.
diﬀerent pronunciations for a letter
“An important thing is guidence
combination. A way to remember to high goals. We do not think big
it is to say ‘rough, tough Clough,” enough. Failure is not a bad thing if
Clough said.
you strive for something very high.
Ryan asked Clough about what Having the right people is key,”
occurs in a day in the life of the Clough said.
president.
Clough was asked how he felt
“It is a lot of stuﬀ. There is a lot about the transition from being a
of gear changing. Tech is a very student at Tech to becoming the
complex place.
president of the
The constituenInstitute.
cy [I’m dealing
“There’s a
“I liked Atlanta
with] changes
forty year difhourly. My job is
ference between
because it offered
to enable people
the two expericulture which I did
and to facilitate
ences. It is great
things. We have
now because I
not have.”
a bunch of taldo not have to
ented people
take a test. It is
Wayne Clough
here and I have
an honor to be
Institute President
to enable them
able to give back
to do what they
to a school that
do best. I give a lot of speeches. I has given a lot to me. It is important
have a wonderful speech writer who to give back. [Giving back] is the
is an excellent researcher. When you greatest part [of being the president],”
are the president at Tech, you are Clough said.
expected to know about technology.
Clough was asked about his goal
[Because so much is happening], I for Tech.
don’t know everything that is going
“I do not think Tech will ever be
on at Tech,” Clough said.
ﬁnished. It will always be a work in
Clough was also asked about his progress. With things like nanostudent life at Tech and what he did technology, few others are doing
besides going to class.
stuﬀ like that. Our partnership
“I enjoyed a social life. I did not with Emory is also unique. A private
play sports but I still love them. I school/public school partnership is
liked Atlanta because it oﬀered unusual,” Clough said.
culture which I did not have. I also
When Ryan was ﬁnished interenjoyed books. I love history and viewing Clough, students in the
detective stories,” Clough said.
audience were able to ask Clough
Ryan then asked Clough what questions that they had on their
Tech was like ‘back in the day.’
mind.

Clough

from page 1

PURA
President's Undergraduate Research Award

Spring 2007 Applications due October 12

Apply for competitive $1500 salary awards or
up to $1000 funding to present your work at a professional conference
One-on-one work with a faculty mentor
Opportunities to discover new methods and techniques

Visit http://www.undergradresearch.gatech.edu/funding.php for more information
and application instructions.
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Dean

from page 1

Students and director of Success Programs],” said Mitch Keller, graduate
student body president.
During the ﬁrst search, Stein
said that he did not want to be the
permanent Dean of Students and
that he was simply holding the position until a permanent dean could
be named. After the ﬁrst search
ended, Stein submitted his name
for consideration.
“If there’s a lesson to learn, it
is never say never. I am absolutely
thrilled that my candidacy is being
seriously considered. It was a real
educational experience about the
Dean of Students position at Tech,”
Stein said.
According to Stein, time on
the job was a big reason for him
reconsidering his view of the Dean
of Students position.
“It allowed to me to have experience within the position and to learn
what the position meant to Tech.
Another factor is while I was in the
interim role, a number of people
expressed tremendous support for
my candidacy.
“That’s important because you
have to work closely with everyone.
The third reason is coming to understand the history and legacy of the
Dean’s position. A more personal
reason is that my wife told me that
she supported my candidacy. You
need a supportive network back
home,” Stein said.
Stein has been Dean of Students
at two other colleges. His experience
at the two previous positions is part
of what initially kept him from put-

ting his name up for consideration
by the committee.
“Fifty percent of my job at the
other schools was dealing with
discipline issues, and I did not enjoy
that. That part is minimized here
because we have an entire oﬃce that
handles disciplinary issues. It frees
the Dean of Students up to have a
relationship with the students in a
more positive way,” Stein said.
Stein is currently going through
the on-campus interview process that
the three ﬁnalists of the last search
went through during the spring.
“We put the candidates through

“We put the
candidates through
the same rigors as
we did during the
last search.”
William Schafer
Vice President of
Academic Aﬀairs

the same rigors as we did during the
last search,” Schafer said.
“When all is said and done, I
will have had seventeen interviews
with a variety of people and groups
on campus. It has been very good
because it has been very informative
for me. I am learning about people’s
expectations and concerns with the
position. It was informative for me
to sit down and talk to people about
the position,” Stein said.
Once the interviews are completed, the people who conducted

NEWS

the interview will submit their
comments to the search committee
for review.
“The committee is going to look
at feedback and see how we feel. We
could have a Dean of Students at the
end of fall or we could have to go back
to a national search. I’ve heard a lot
of good things about Stein, which
inclines one to think he’ll be a good
candidate. I don’t want anyone to
think it’s a foregone conclusion,”
Keller said.
“The bottom line is that it is never
over until it is over. It is not a given
in my mind,” Stein said.
According to Keller, if a portion
of the Tech community does not
support him, then the search committee would have to go back and
really look at the situation.
People involved with the search
predicted that it would take a national search until the end of the
fall semester to come up with the
ﬁnalists.
“The timeline shifted dramatically with the internal search,” Keller
said.
“It moved along faster this time,
which is ok. You want to move
along in a thoughtful, methodical
way, but you want to move along,”
Schafer said.
Though the search was quicker
than the ﬁrst search, the same process was performed for this group of
candidates as for the last group.
“We had a good amount of time
to discuss the candidates,” Keller
said.
“If the oﬀer comes and I accept,
it’s a statement that I am one-hundred
percent committed to the Dean of
Students position,” Stein said.

policy are limited to the section
entitled Commitment to Diversity.
The changes were made to the list of
misconception about the policy,” acts of intolerance that are unacceptBeaulieu said.
able. The ﬁrst point was shortened
The fact that students have a to read “Any attempt to harass or to
misconception is the reason the physically injure or harm a person.”
forum was created.
The original said “Any attempt to
“The idea is that there is a com- injure, harm, malign, or harass a
mon misconception about what the person because of race, religious
housing policy is, and we want to belief, color, sexual/aﬀectional orimake sure everyone is on the same entation, national origin, disability,
page as to what the changes are so we age, or gender.”
can move forward in conquering the
The second segment used to read
misconception,”
“Direct verbal
Beaulieu said.
or phy sic a l
After the foassaults upon
“We want to make
rum, the job of
an individual
informing the stub e c a u s e of
sure everyone is on
dents about the
their racial,
the same page.”
policy will change
ethnic, or sexvenues.
ual/aﬀectional
Bobby Beaulieu
“ T he m a i n
identity.” The
task of educatUndergraduate Vice
words ‘Direct
ing people on the
President of Campus
Verbal” were
changes will be
Aﬀairs
removed. The
done by a panel
segment statof administrators.
ing “DenigratWe want to make sure students have ing written/verbal communications
the most comprehensive scope about (including the use of telephones,
what is going on,” Beaulieu said.
emails, and computers) directed
While the administrators are the toward an individual because of their
ones in charge of educating the stu- characteristics or beliefs” was comdents, it was not the administrators pletely removed from the policy.
who called for the forum.
The segment stating “Posting,
“This forum came about from painting, engraving or otherwise disinterest on the student side,” Beau- playing derogatory slogans or symlieu said.
bols on personal or state property”
The forum will not be an isolated was changed to“Posting, painting,
event.
engraving or otherwise displaying
“The forum will be a part of a any sign, slogan or symbol on State
whole series of events such as Finding property. Oﬃcial announcements
Common Ground and the Civility or other informational material
Audio Conference,” Beaulieu said. distributed by Georgia Tech are
The changes being made to the excluded.”

Forum

from page 1
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Pedestrian research aids planning Breaking
By Corbin Pon
Contributing Writer

Adjo Amekudzi and Karen
Dixon, associate professors of the
School of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, recently led a Tech
research team that developed the
Georgia Guidebook for Pedestrian
Planning. A resource dedicated to
aid transportation planning agencies
and entities in the development of
their transportation infrastructure,
this manual brings together the
principles, considerations, laws
and funding resources necessary
in the planning of a pedestrian
environment.
“The Guidebook outlines the
importance of walkable communities
particularly with respect to reducing public health risks. Walking [is]
an important national issue that
relates not only to unsustainable
consumption of non-renewable
petroleum resources, but improving
metropolitan air quality, obesity reduction and improved public health,”
Amekudzi said
A walking-centric community
holds many safety concerns, especially in an urban environment like
Tech. Some of these include accidents
occurring in areas without proper
signaling or the dart/dash crash,
which can occur when someone
walks into the street from anywhere
on the sidewalk.
The book continues on with a
multitude of deﬁnitions describing
various scenarios that planners need
to be consider when developing a
pedestrian environment. Along
with these scenarios for disaster are
countermeasures that help to reduce
the risk of accidents.

“For example, roadway lighting
and crosswalk enhancements could
be used to improve safety at locations
that may be susceptible to dart/dash
crashes,” Amekudzi said.
Outside of just the safety improvements and considerations
outlined for community planners,
the information within the pages
highlights key areas of interest critical
in producing a suitable pedestrians
community.
“[The Guidebook] can be used
at various levels of decision making
and [it] provides tools for prioritizing
competing projects, a list of resources

“[The Guidebook]
can be used at
various levels of
decision making.”
Adjo Amekudzi

CE Associate Professor

for funding pedestrian facilities, a
discussion of Georgia Pedestrian
Laws, examples of safety and education strategies and land use and
zoning policy that support pedestrian
activity,” Amekudzi said.
The research can impact Tech,
as well.
“The research will be helpful in
the ongoing master planning activities for the [Tech] campus. The tools
provided [within] could be used both
to diagnose and provide remedies
for problems or potential problems
at various locations around the
campus. However, the Guidebook
is more of a resource than a prescrip-

tive document. In essence, it does
not tell planning agencies or entities
what to do as much as it provides a
range of resources for enhancing the
pedestrian environment in ways that
entities ﬁnd appropriate or necessary,” Amekudzi said.
One of the resources critically
needed before any enhancement can
get started would be money. This
document also outlines suggestions
and locations to obtain funding on
many levels.
“The current federal transportation legislation: Safe, Accountable,
Flexible, Eﬃcient Transportation
Equity Act – A Legacy for Users
(SAFETA-LU) makes several provisions for state and metropolitan
planning organizations (MPOs) to
fund pedestrian improvements from
a variety of programs,” Amekudzi
said. “State entities such as the
Governor’s Oﬃce of Highway Safety
(GOHS) oﬀer funding through the
State and Community Highway
Safety Grant Program....[and]
there are local level sources such as
Community Improvement Districts
(CIDs) or Business Improvement
Districts (BIDs).”
The Guidebook was recently
released by the Georgia State
Department of Transportation
(GDOT). GDOT together with
the federal Highway Administration sponsored the development of
the Guidebook.
“The [research] team worked
in conjunction with a Planning
Advisory Group made up of a broad
range of stakeholders including representatives of local, state and federal
planning agencies, advocacy groups,
and local and regional governing
agencies,” Amekudzi said.

Bubble
the

A

lot of things went on outside
the bubble of Tech in the past
week. Here are a few important
events taking place throughout
the nation and the world.

Foley exposed for
messages to pages
Republican Representative
Mark Foley of Fla. resigned this past
week because of messages he sent
to a page, a person employed by
the legislature to carry messages
and run errands for the members
in Congress.
The messages were of a sexually explicit nature. The page was
a teenage male from La.
According to CNN.com, the
House of Representatives voted
Sept. 29 to launch an investigation
into Foleyʼs dealings with pages.
On Monday, the Fla. Department of Law Enforcement conﬁrmed that it was launching its own
investigation into the allegations
against Foley.
According to CNN.com, House
Republicans knew about possible
problems with Foley and pages as
early as 2005. This contradicts earlier statements by House Speaker
Dennis Hastert that he did not
know about Foleyʼs actions until
after the story broke.
Foley is being replaced in his
district for the elections this Nov.
but his name will still appear on
the ballet.
Foley claims that he is being
treated for alcoholism and is currently in a treatment facility.

Shooting at Amish
school kills at least 5
On Monday, a milk truck driver
in Pa. entered a school, drove out
the adults and boys, barricaded
the door and then opened ﬁre
on a dozen girls before shooting
himself. According to CBSNews.
com, three girls died at the scene
and a fourth died the next morning
in a Hershey, Pa. hospital.
According to CBSNews.com,
police say notes and phone calls
show the gunman Charles Carl
Roberts IV was angry at life and
that he was angry at God. While
some who knew him saw no signs
of trouble, others say his mood
had darkened.
The girls were shot execution
style after being bound and lined
up along the chalkboard. One of
the people who was killed was a
teaching assistant who was slightly
older than the students.
Police say Roberts was not
Amish, appeared to have nothing
against the Amish and apparently
chose the school because it was
close by, there were girls there and
it had little or no security.
The shooting took place in
Lancaster County, Pa., an Amish
community where violent crimes
are rare.
The attack was similar to the
shooting last week in Co. and police
have not ruled out the possibility
that this was a copycat crime.

ADVERTISING
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100 HOUSING &
REAL ESTATE
Make your ﬁrst home a great

investment! Let the "We Buy Ugly Houses"
professionals help you ﬁnd your ﬁrst
home or investment property. To speak
with an investment pro, call Justin at
770-451-4450.

120 REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE
FOR SALE:CHARMING FULLY

FURNISHED BRICK STUDIO ACROSS FROM
PIEDMONT PK. FULLY RENOVATED &
FURNISHED DOWN TO THE KNIVES &
FORKS. STAINED CABINETS, BLACK
APPLIANCES, BKFST BAR & LAUNDRY
CLOSET. SUNNY LIVING AREA/BEDROOM
WITH TILE BATHROOM.CALL 404-4193600. $135,000.

Oh so cahrming & one of the

largest 2 bed/2 ba ﬂoorplans in the
building! 14'ceilings! Giant Windows,
Hardwood Floors, granite countertops,
Stainless Steel Appliances. Washer,
Dryer, and Fridge included. Walk to GA
Tech, 1 1/2 blocks from Atlantic Station,
restaraunts and more. 2 deeded parking
spaces! To view pictures, go to www.
homescenes.com

Your ad here!

Castleberry Hill-Huge 1 bed/

1 bath loft in cool industrial building
in the heart of downtown. Two levels
w/exposed brick, sealed conc. ﬂoors,
secure pkng, large, private covered
outdoor patio. $219,900 Low Fees include
Direct TV and Water. Open Sat. Oct. 7
th 12 pm-2 pm & Sun. Oct. 8 th 1 pm-4
pm during Castleberry loft tour!! call or
email heather@dwellingsrealestate.com
404.502.8393 see photos@http://www.
dwellingsrealestate.com/ﬂyer7. php?ID
=1424

200 MISCELLANEOUS
Pay a ton for those books? Put

them on line NOW and sell for top $$$
next term!!! Visit BuyMyTextbooks.biz
today!

Richard Heinberg will speak on

Peak Oil: Challenges and Opportunities on
Wed Oct 11 at Trinity Methodist Church,
265 Washington Street, Downtown
Atlanta. $3.00 for students. For more
info: www.atlantabeyondoil.org

600 EMPLOYMENT/JOBS
Sperm Donors! Make up to $1200

monthly while helping others! Call 404881-0426 for more information. Visit our
web site at www.xytex.com

! BARTENDING! Up to $250/Day.

No Experience Necessary. Training
Provided. Age 18+ OK Call 1-800-9656520 ext 216

GATECHCLASSIFIEDS.COM

WebSpace Atlanta is currently

looking for web developers and web
designers. Interested? Please call 404 7363625. Or visit us @ www.webspaceatlanta.
com and visit the careers section of our
website. Great pay! No set schedule.
Choose you own hours. Very ﬂexible.

Experienced Gymnastics

Instructor Wanted Afternoons Mon,
Tues, Wed & /OR Thurs. 1 OR 2 Hour
Shifts Plus Private Lessons on Weekends
Available. Great Hourly Pay & Buckhead
Location. Call (404) 842-3165 or Email
swharton@peachtreepres.org.

Looking for web designer/

programmer to help build medical
database and interactive patient
resource Applicant will work closely with
Atlanta physician in this project. Email:
carolinablue56@hotmail. com

Unique business opportunity with

solid, reputable company. Cutting edge
health, beauty, and wellness products.
Great income potential. 678 231-4863

New restaurant Quattro, from the

owners of Loca Luna is now hiring. Must
have great personality, great attitude and
be reliable. Vist us at quattroatlanta.com
for info. email resume to erickline1@gmail.
com or call us 404.881.0000

Atlanta based event management

company looking for part time event
staff and casino dealers for upcoming
events. Pay is $75+ per event. Contact
stafﬁng@interactiveattractions.com if
interested.

Sales and Marketing Interns

Needed. PlanetJam Media Group is a
leading provider of database and loyalty
marketing services to broadcast media
companies. We work with 200 leading
radio and TV stations across the United
States and Canada, including stations
owned by Clear Channel, CBS Radio,
Entercom, Citadel, Hearst, Belo, FSN,
and more. Information on our services
can be found at www.responsebase.
net. Build your sales and marketing skills
while you increase your knowledge of
both the interactive and traditional
broadcast media industries. Interns
will work closely with our sales and
marketing team to contact prospective
clients via the phone and communicate
the beneﬁts of PlanetJam products and
services. Successful candidates have
completed a minimum of two years of
undergraduate studies, and be able to
commit 20 or more hours per week.
Strong phone communication skills are
a must. Preference will be given to
students majoring in marketing, sales
or communications. Minimum GPA
3.0. $9/hour + Bonus Email resume to
recruiting-SS@planetjam.com

GREAT JOBS FOR STUDENTS!

Private In-town Country Club is now hiring
servers, bussers and food runners Flexible
Part-time Hours, Free Meals, Golﬁng
Privileges, Servers $10-14/hr. Bussers
and runners $8.50/hr. Drug testing and
background checks required Start date:
immediately Apply in person Tuesday
through Sunday from 9 am to 9 pm at:
Druid Hills Golf Club 740 Clifton Road NE
Atlanta, GA 30307

Marketing Intern (Paid) National

Business Development and Staffing
Company seeks immediate opening for
paid marketing intern. Position will include
developmentofnationalproposals,market
research for clients, website development
and advertising. Credit available as well as
Co-Op opportunities. Email resume and
availability to jdrossner@strydenstafﬁng.
com or call 404-975-4458 x131 to set up
interview.

750 TUTORING
SERVICES
Need A Tutor? Find a math/

science tutor for as low as $10 per hour.
Sign up at www.mathmatterstutorial.
com. This is the fastest growing database
of local metro Atlanta tutors. Experienced
but Inexpensive!!

800 TRAVEL
Travel with STS to this years top

10 Spring Break destinations! Best deals
guaranteed! Highest rep commissions.
Visit www.ststravel.com or call 1-800648-4849. Great group discounts.

Advertise with
us!
GATECHCLASSIFIEDS.COM
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Quote of the week:
“If more of us valued food and cheer
and song above hoarded gold, it
would be a merrier world.”
—J.R.R. Tolkien

OUR VIEWS CONSENSUS OPINION

End in sight?

The search for a new Dean of Students, which began after
Gail DiSabatino left the position last spring, may ﬁnally be
nearing completion. The search began on a national level but
became an internal search at Tech. After all the candidates from
the ﬁrst search were rejected, it is unlikely that new candidates
would come forward, and another national search would only
have been a considerable expense with uncertain results. The
search seems to be taking an exceedingly long time, and it can
only be a good thing for it to wind down and allow the new
dean to get to work.
The sole ﬁnalist of the latest search is interim Dean of Students John Stein. Stein has been doing a great job of ﬁlling
the position, and we are glad that he has decided he wants to
stay. Keeping him will help maintain stability in his oﬃce.
Additionally, he has had more than six months to assess the
situation and recognize changes that he can make if selected
as the permanent Dean. While he may not have been willing
to make any signiﬁcant changes while in the position as the
interim Dean, making his appointment oﬃcial will allow him
to hit the ground running.
However, it is not as if the selection committee is just handing Stein the job on a silver platter. He is going through the
same rigorous process that any other ﬁnalist would be going
through, which will ensure that he really is the kind of person
Abby Ellen Dugan, my aunt’s
who should ﬁll such an important position—not that we have
third child, was born this past
any doubts.
Tuesday. Unfortunately, Sallie El-

By Tristan Daniels / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Stop smoking before it stops you

Changes decoded

The GT Listens forum at the Campanile Oct. 12, a Student
Government Association initiative to help students understand
the new Residence Hall Community Policies, is a great idea.
Clearly, students want to understand the policy changes, which
are much more limited than many students believe.
It is nice to see students taking this step in getting more
involved with the Institute and understanding the laws that
govern them as students and residents, and it’s also commendable that the Housing administration is so willing to respond to
confused students. The forum is also tied to future events which
will continue the trend of promoting student understanding.
Though the revised policy now only forbids physical, not
verbal, attacks of fellow students, students should remember
that just because it’s not against policy doesn’t make it acceptable
to hurt others and that they are still responsible for following
the Student Code of Conduct.
Consensus editorials reﬂect the majority opinion of the Editorial Board of the Technique, but not necessarily the opinions
of individual editors.
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len Dugan, for whom baby Abby is
named, will never get to know her
grandchild since she died of cancer
last March. My grandmother, a
life-long smoker, died knowing that
her years of ignoring the statistics
and facts that were stacked against
smokers cost her time with her life’s
work—her family.
Perhaps she had accomplished all
she was meant to in life. But Sallie
was only 63, and, as you can tell,
her family was still growing. Sallie
worked as an admissions secretary at
Lon Morris College and spent a lot
of time talking to college smokers
once she got sick. She even told me
that maybe that is why she got ill,
so she could save people who were
much younger.
In this day and age of “truth”
television campaigns and public
smoking bans, it seems absurd not
to be anti-smoking. It is even hard
to ﬁnd a smoker who is pro-smoking. Yet almost every time I walk to
class I end up behind someone who
is smoking and fall victim to their
smoke plume.
These are not 60-year-olds who
have been smoking since before
they knew it was harmful; these
are our peers who have only known
cigarette packages with surgeon
general warnings on them. In fact,
the majority of smokers begin before
the age of 18 and 90 percent begin
before they are 20.
An estimated 15 percent of college students smoke daily. Chances
are if you are not a smoker, then you
know several friends who smoke at
least occasionally.
The 2001 Georgia Tech College
Health Risk Behavior Survey showed
that 49 percent of Tech students have
tried cigarette smoking. Almost one
quarter (22.5 percent) of students
reported current smokeless-tobacco

“...it seems absurb not to be
anti-smoking. It is even hard
to ﬁnd a smoker who is
pro-smoking.”
Amanda Dugan
Editor-in-Chief

or current cigarrette use.
One of my friends recently told
me that she just smokes at the occasional party and she never feels
like she needs one or that she does
it enough to impact her health.
Unfortunately, her occasional habit
is still dangerous; it is predicted
that one-third of youth smokers
will eventually die from a tobaccorelated disease.
Smokers used to be able to deny
that it was harmful, but then came
the hard facts about its damage to
a smoker’s body and how quitting
helps. Smoking puts you at a greater
risk for cancer, heart disease, respiratory disease, heart attacks and
strokes.
However, the damage can still
be minimized. Only one year after
quitting smoking, your added risk
of coronary heart disease is cut in
half and within ﬁve to 15 years of
quitting, your risk of experiencing
a stroke is reduced to that of a nonsmoker.
Until recently, smokers were
able to claim that they only hurt
themselves, but now it is common
knowledge that secondhand smoke
kills. In the U.S., 50,000 people die
each year from secondhand smokerelated disease.
Sadly, smoking has an impact
before many children can even crawl
away from it. Since 1964, there have
been 94,000 tobacco-related fetal
and infant deaths in the U.S.
No smoker plans to smoke forever,
although it often ends up that way.

And every day that you choose to
smoke is a day you choose to damage your body. Consider this almost
ridiculous Brooke Shields quote:
“Smoking kills. If you’re killed,
you’ve lost a very important part of
your life.”
It seems obvious, but maybe she
was onto something besides not letting anything get between her and
her Calvins.
Sooner or later everyone stops
smoking. Either choose to stop now
and gain control or let the damage
it is doing to your body force you to
stop when you die.
Each year less than ﬁve percent
of smokers succeed in quitting. Like
most good decisions in life, quitting
smoking is not easy.
Still, cigarette smoking is the
number one cause of preventable
death in the U.S. Do not let it prevent
you from living the life you want
or getting to hold every grandchild
that you can.
If you should decide to quit,
the Student Health Center and the
Wellness Center have resources to
help you. According to their website,
the centers provide quit support to
students through accurate information on behavioral quitting strategies,
nicotine replacement therapies, nonnicotine medications and referrals
to on-campus quit resources.
Statistics for this article were from
studies conducted by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention and
the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services.
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Career fairs lack fair job opportunity

There was a career fair a
couple weeks ago, and a couple
hundred upper-echelon employers crowded into Alexander
Memorial Coliseum, sending
good-looking, smooth-talking
reps with shiny brochures to try
to lure Tech’s brightest and most
talented to their companies. This
sounds like a great opportunity
to break into the work force and
ﬁnally apply all of those equations
that have been crammed down
your throat for the past four years,
right? Well it is, as long as you
have a high enough GPA.
The fact is, a lot of these
companies send these reps all
over the country to career fairs,
advertising their company and
trying to lure in recent graduates. Also, there aren’t many
engineering schools with an
undergraduate curriculum as
diﬃcult as Tech’s.
What this means is that
between two students of equal
intelligence, accomplishment
and determination, the one that
goes to the easier school will have
the edge in job hunting. It’s better
to be a big ﬁsh in a little pond
than a little ﬁsh in a big pond.
“That’s a pretty bold statement,”
you say. “What about school
prestige?”
School prestige is a very
amorphous, abstract idea to nail
down. A lot of employers would
be very uncomfortable going on

“...a lot of people do not
have a 3.0 major GPA.
Where is the job fair for
us?”
Jamie Howell

Photography Editor

the record saying they would
prefer to hire a 3.5 student
from Tech than a 3.5 student
from Southern Polytechnic. It’s
the same reason that we don’t
get a HOPE GPA adjustment
here at Tech. Yes, our students
are smarter and our school is
harder, but how do you prove
that? If you could prove it,
how could you go about giving
Tech a GPA adjustment for the
HOPE grant without all of the
other schools in the state crying
about it?
Now oﬀ the record, I’m sure
most employers would concede
that Tech is a harder school than
most and that a 2.7 student here
is equally if not more capable
than a 3.0 student at some other
engineering school. However,
that is not such a kosher thing
to print in your company brochure. It’s a lot more correct
to just print “Minimum GPA
requirement: 3.0.” What a lot
of people don’t realize (and

OUR VIEWS HOT OR NOT

HOT‒ or ‒NOT
Behind the beard

Institute President Wayne
Clough might just be the most
well-known face on campus. But
few students know more about
Clough than his title. This week’s
interview with him in the library
was a great way to change that.
And let’s face it, it gives all of us
a bit more hope to know that
our illustrious president was
once on the verge of failing out
of Tech, just like many of us are
doing today.

Foul play

Former Duke football head
coach Fred Goldsmith did nothing more than illustrate unsportsmanlike conduct when he singled
out Tech and two other NCAA
schools for having low academic
standards for athletes. Besides,
when he coached at Duke, our
players were second only to his
academically. Really, there’s no
need to take it out on us if your
football team struggles to win
games.

what nobody is ever told) is that
these requirements were formulated to cover a wide variety of
schools that they consider hiring
from—not just the most diﬃcult
ones. Out of the schools that a
company considers hiring from,
the students from the more difﬁcult schools just cannot compete
on a GPA basis.
So why am I complaining
about all of this? Well, for me
the job fair sucked. I got told to
my face numerous times that my
GPA wasn’t high enough. One
company rep even laughed! He
chuckled and said, “Yeah man,
everything looks great, but what
about that GPA?” “It’s a hard
school,” I said. “Well, you’re going
to need to get that GPA up.” I’m
a senior. I’ve got 15 credit hours
left to take out of 126. Do the
math—the GPA isn’t coming
up much. (As a disclaimer, my
GPA isn’t horrible. It’s north of
a 2.5, but south of the common
3.0 cutoﬀ.)

YOUR VIEWS LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Israelis also suﬀered
borders, allowing Hezbollah, an
I was saddened by the events
of the Lebanese Club and the
Technique’s coverage. I have
a personal reason for this: my
cousin was one of many Israelis
killed in Hezbollah rocket attacks on the Israeli city of Haifa.
He had been married just two
months earlier and just earned
an engineering degree.
He was not a soldier, he was
not fighting, he was simply
at work, just like the seven
others that died at that same
moment.
Hezbollah started the war
against Israel when it crossed
an internationally recognized
border and conducted an unprovoked attack, killing several
Israeli soldiers and kidnapping
two.
The Lebanese government,
of which Hezbollah is an inﬂuential part, cannot disclaim
responsibility.
For decades, it turned a
blind eye to Syrian and Iranian
arms being smuggled across its
Letter Submission Policy

Football dominates

The Jackets are looking good
on the football ﬁeld this season,
but we haven’t looked better
than this past Thursday against
Virginia Tech, who was ranked
No. 11 to our No. 24. With this
victory, our chances of taking the
ACC championship look good,
and we’re looking forward to
more great games on the way.

Parking spam

We hate email spam, whether
it is selling us miracle weight-loss
pills or mail-order brides. Now
Parking is just ﬁlling our inboxes
even faster. If they inform us
every time there’s a few extra
cars on campus, we’ll never
have to worry about Parking
again—we’ll be parked at our
desks reading their emails.

It’s not that I mind that some
companies are only looking for
a 3.0 or higher, but just humor
me and take my resume without
crushing my dignity. I realize that
not all companies are looking to
hire me, but rejecting me to my
face is just depressing. I can’t
be alone either. Looking over
the grade distribution for the
upper-level engineering classes,
it becomes obvious in a hurry
that a lot of people do not have
a 3.0 major GPA. Where is the
job fair for us?
Bypassing the career fairs and
job searching online doesn’t make
things any easier. Now, instead
of having your resume mixed
in with people who went to the
same school and took the same
classes as you, you have your
resume mixed in with resumes
from people who (for the most
part) went to easier schools.
If you have a lower GPA, the
larger companies will likely just
ignore you.
If you have an otherwise
decent resume, smaller local
companies are a more realistic
way to go. As with most things
though, the more you apply and
the more eﬀort you put forth, the
better your chances are. To be
perfectly honest though, unless
you’re in the top third of students
here at Tech, the career fairs are
largely a waste of time. There,
somebody had to say it.

The Technique welcomes all letters to the
editor and will print letters on a timely and
space-available basis. Letters may be mailed
to Georgia Tech Campus Mail Code 0290,
emailed to editor@technique.gatech.edu or
hand-delivered to room 137 of the Student
Services Building. Letters should be addressed
to Amanda Dugan, Editor-in-Chief.
All letters must be signed and must
include a campus box number or other valid
mailing address for veriﬁcation purposes.
Letters should not exceed 400 words and
should be submitted by 8 a.m. Wednesday in
order to be printed in the following Friday’s
issue. Any letters not meeting these criteria
or not considered by the Editorial Board of
the Technique to be of valid intent will not be
printed. Editors reserves the right to edit for
style, content and length. Only one submission per person will be printed each term.

organization that before 9/11
was responsible for the most
American deaths overseas due
to terrorism, to use its country
as a base.
Israel suﬀered greatly in the
war. Over 1.5 million Israelis hid
in bomb shelters, while 500,000
ﬂed their homes. Many Israeli
civilians—Jewish and Muslim—
were killed. Hospitals, homes
and schools were smashed. The
total damage to Israel exceeded
$2 billion.
It is revealing that Hezbollah
prevented civilians from leaving,
even after Israel dropped warning
leaﬂets to tell civilians to leave
the area of battle. Hezbollah also
did not allow civilians to use the
fortiﬁed Hezbollah tunnels for
shelter.
The civilian casualty toll in
Israel would have been far higher
if Israelis had not hidden in bomb
shelters.
If Israel’s reaction to an unprovoked attack on its homeland

BUZZ

Around the Campus
Whatʼs the strangest
thing youʼve seen in
class?

Ben James
Second-year EE and ME

“My male CS prof. put on
mascara in front of our class
to celebrate our good grades.”

Katie Sassaman
Third-year MSE

“I once saw a diﬀerential
equations professor say one
plus one equals three.”

Jeﬀ Wei
Fourth-year CS

“Hamburglar came in and
gave my professor a hamburger.”

See Letters, page 10
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Nate Pu
Third-year INTA

“Four girls listening to their
iPods and bopping their heads
in sync with each other.”
Photos by Kirsten Kepple
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had been “proportionate,” it would
not have warned civilians ahead of
time about coming attack. Israelis
were unfortunately not aﬀorded
such a luxury.
I could display graphic photos of
dead and wounded Israelis, smashed
homes and hospitals. I could even
put up pictures of my cousin’s body
riddled with shrapnel with my family
grieving in the background. It’s sad
that the Lebanese Club took such
cheap shots when the war was started
by a Lebanese movement whose TV
station, Al-Manar, was banned from
France for airing “news” reports of
Jews tainting Arab blood supplies
with AIDS.
Your readers should imagine
terrorists crossing the U.S. border,
killing and kidnapping our soldiers
and then ﬁring 100-200 rockets a
day on our cities. How should the
U.S. react?
Tommer Ender
Research Engineer II
tommer.ender@ae.gatech.edu

Conﬂict will continue
A recent letter to the Technique
by the Lebanese Club president
discussed the impact of the recent
war (which he failed to state was
begun by the Lebanese Hezbollah)
on the Lebanese people in the hopes
that “our fellow students see the
magnitude of the war….”
I urge the writer to try to prevent
further bloodshed and destruction

by convincing his countrymen to
disarm Hezbollah and stop the smuggling of arms from Syria and Iran.
Otherwise, the terrorists are sure to
provoke another round of conﬂict
and Israel will be forced again to
defend itself against war criminals
that use civilians as human shields
and who shoot deadly rockets aimed
at civilians.
Arnold Schneider
MGT professor
aschneider@gatech.edu

War has two sides
It is unfortunate that the Lebanese Club was so one-sided in its
portrayal of the latest tragic war.
They somehow forgot that the war
was begun by Hezbollah, a fact
conﬁrmed by UN Secretary General
Koﬁ Annan.
They disassociate Lebanon from
Hezbollah, ignoring Hezbollah’s
cabinet ministers in the Lebanese
government.
The latter has allowed Hezbollah
to run a state within a state, where
(according to the State Department)
major sources of their income were
drug preparation and smuggling,
counterfeiting of dollars and training
of terror groups.
Israel also suﬀered a lot in this
war—which, again, it did not start.
Cities in northern Israel like Kiryat
Shmona and Haifa were heavily
damaged.
I am currently hosting a visiting
professor from Haifa whose family was amongst the half million
Israelis that ﬂed the war zone. At
least another million stayed in bomb

UNCOVER EAST ASIA!
Explore the world’s emerging industrial
production centers - The Pearl River DeltaHong Kong and the Taiwan-Shanghai
Nexus.

Study comparative economic, political
development, and business opportunities
of Japan, Taiwan, and China.

Learn the East Asian model of
development and its distinctive features;
East Asia’s emergence as the most rapidly
growing region of the world economy.

Discover the powerful symbiosis between
Hong Kong, Guangdong province, Taiwan,
and Shanghai.

shelters. But for those, the casualty
count in Israel would have been
much higher.
There was substantial environmental damage in Israel. Forests
will take 60 years to recover from the
ﬁres started by Hezbollah rockets.
Communal farms have lost all their
cattle and their crops. The shattered
hospitals, homes and schools will cost
up to $2 billion to repair.
Local Israelis could also display
emotive pictures of death and damage in northern Israel. Instead they
look forward. This is reminiscent of
the attitudes of Jewish refugees.
Millions of Israelis are descended
from Jewish refugees whose parents
ﬂed, or were expelled from Middle
Eastern countries like Iraq, Yemen,
Syria and yes, even East Jerusalem.
Despite losing everything after the
failed 1948 Arab invasion of Israel,
they looked forward and rebuilt
their lives. Compare this to the attitude of oil-rich countries to their
refugees.
Groups like Hezbollah or Hamas
do not want to look forward. Until
that changes, they will continue to
start wars and claim victimhood
when Israel ﬁghts back.
Doron Lubinsky
MATH professor
lubinsky@math.gatech.edu

Still listening to WREK
Reading your article about
the possible commercialization of
WREK leads me to think of a fact
that many people at Tech today may
not know.
The Atlanta AM station WGST

began as a Tech-owned station, and
its call letters refer to W Georgia
School of Technology, which was
of course the oﬃcial name until we
became an Institute. For many years
WGST carried Tech sports. The
station was sold years ago.
My own hope, as a 35+ year
listener to WREK, is that it will not
become commercial, leave 91.1 or
lose its unique nature. Adding more
Tech sports and/or NPR programming would be ﬁne in that regard.
Bill Brockman
MGT 1973
CHB2@aol.com

Keep WREK with Tech
WREK should not go to a commercial business model. As a student
DJ of Baylor University’s KWBU,
I experienced ﬁrst-hand how detrimental the commercialization
of a college radio station is for the
students and community.
KWBU’s system worked like
this: students wanting to get on the
radio had to take the “Telecomm
101” class. Conversely, anyone who
took Telecomm 101 was required
to operate the radio station for two
hours every week.
We students DJed every day
from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. (12 a.m. on
the weekends). We did the public
service announcements, the intros
and outros, the weather reports and
most importantly, we played music.
Music we wanted to hear, music
we wanted to share. Every student
DJ had their own show, with their
own opinions, musical tastes and
presentation.

There’s a reason why the label
“college radio” exists: it showcases
interesting music that you won’t hear
anywhere else. The atmosphere was
easygoing, friendly and helpful.
Things changed when NPR made
Baylor an oﬀer it couldn’t refuse.
When news of the negotiations got
out, students staged protests against
NPR, signed petitions in support of
KWBU, and more—they did everything they could to stand against the
change, but NPR eventually won out.
NPR, upon securing the University’s
signature, immediately changed the
entire operating procedure and thus
the culture of the radio station.
Student broadcasts were limited
to three to four hours a day. Instead
of everyone getting a voice on the
airwaves, students were literally
ﬁghting for airspace. Professional
radio hosts were hired to introduce
the never-ending stream of classical
music. Enrollment in Telecomm
101 declined. KWBU, Radio Free
Waco, became KWBU, NPR. It
lost its spark and uniqueness and
became another slick, corporate tool
of industry, a hollow shell of what
it once was.
I take exception to NPR squelching the independent voices of students for their own interests and
agendas. NPR’s colonization of
college radio must not be allowed
to happen at Tech.
To preserve the essential culture
of college radio, students must be
guaranteed an unfettered and noncommercial voice on the airwaves.
Jeremy Rogers
CS grad student
gth814d@gatech.edu

The Sam Nunn School of International Affairs
presents
East Asian Study Abroad
“ Economic and Political Development of the East Asian Rim”
Six Weeks, 5 May - 20 June 2006

Earn 6 Hours of Credit

TRAVEL TO JAPAN, OKINAWA, TAIWAN, CHINA & HONG KONG!

Program generously funded
by the Coca–Cola Foundation

Contact: Stephanie Jackson at
stephanie.jackson@inta.gatech.edu or 404.894.0342

Apply online @ www.oie.gatech.edu

For detailed information visit http://www.eastasiaprogram.gatech.edu
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VOLLEYBALL ON THE ROCKS

Tech volleyball struggles to gain momentum
in conference play. Volleyball is 0-4 in ACC
matches for the ﬁrst time since 1990. Page 32
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GRAFFITI TRANSLATES TO LIT

Tattoed Walls just hit booksellers nationwide.
The book contains over 100 color photographs of
graﬃti from New York City. Page 17

Remembering the past
Tech hosts round table discussion to commemorate
the 100th anniversary of the 1906 Atlanta race riots
By Sirena Andrews
Contributing Writer

100 years ago there were riots
that left upwards of 12 people dead
in Atlanta, but few Tech students
know about this part of the city’s past.
From Sept. 22-24, 1906, white mobs
sought out, attacked and murdered
many African Americans.
The Coalition to Remember the
1906 Atlanta Race Riots recently
hosted several events to memorialize the riot’s 100th anniversary.
These events included a candlelight
vigil, radio production and several
lectures. Tech participated by hosting a round table discussion Sept.
28 to discuss and commemorate
the events.
Some of Tech’s scheduled panelists included Rebecca Burns,
author of Rage in the Gate City;
June Dobbs Butts, granddaughter
of John Wesley Dobbs, an African
American political leader in Atlanta
during the riots; Larry Keating,
an Architecture professor; Ronald
Bayor, a professor of History, Technology and Society; Amanda Meng,
a member of the Ivan Allen College
Student Advisory Board; a Coalition
representative; and descendants of
the riots’ victims.
“I’ve never even heard of the [riot].
It’s important that we recognize it

happened and learn more from it,
since we live in this city and it happened here,” said Tiﬀany Nettles, a
second-year Aerospace Engineering
major.
The events leading up to the riots
created a political hotbed. Two gubernatorial candidates, Hoke Smith
and Clark Howell, used African

“It’s important that
we recognize [the
riot] happened and
learn from it, since
we live [here] and it
happened here.”
Tiﬀany Nettles
Second-year AE

American disenfranchisement as a
platform in the 1906 race.
Smith owned the Atlanta Journal
and used it to espouse the necessity
of ending African American suffrage in order to maintain white
superiority.
Clark Howell, as editor of the
Atlanta Constitution, fought back
in his own periodical. He argued
that white Democratic primaries
and the poll tax were suﬃcient for

Whitbeck discusses, debates
ethical issues in engineering
hold themselves to the highest
standards.
According to Whitbeck, the
Caroline Whitbeck of Case environment is also a concern of
Western Reserve University was particular interest to engineers.
on campus Monday, Sept. 25, to
Whitbeck argued that engidiscuss ethics in engineering.
neers are accountable for environHer lecture addressed the mental consequences because of
qu e s t i on :
their unique
Are ethics
background
any differ“[Engineers need to] and knowlent for enedge. Also, ensafeguard users from gineers have a
gineers?
To deresponsibility
technology’s side
ﬁne ethics,
to the public
effects...to protect
Whitbeck,
because the
founder and
public is part
the environment.”
director of
of their clienthe Ontele.
Caroline Whitbeck
line Ethics
Pa r t of
Online Ethics Center for
Center for
an engineer’s
Science and Engineering
Science and
job is to “safeEngineerguard users
ing, quoted Socrates, saying ethics from technology’s side eﬀects…to
are “how one ought to live.”
protect the environment,” WhitAccording to Whitbeck, beck said.
engineering ethics consist of
Some lecture attendees felt
ethical considerations with spe- too much emphasis was placed
cial relevance to problems in the on this responsibility.
context of engineering.
“Engineers are not responEngineering, as stated in the sible…to save the world. Everylecture, diﬀers from other profes- one has a speciﬁc branch…each
sions in its signiﬁcance for society, profession aﬀects [another],” said
especially in regard to society’s Ana Ortiz, a second-year Indusviews on technology.
trial Engineering major.
In order for people to trust
technology, engineers must
See Ethics, page 14
By Maria Carter
Contributing Writer

preventing African American suffrage. The result was a barrage of
newspaper columns arguing how
best to keep African Americans
from voting.
Attempting to boost circulation,
the newly founded Atlanta News
played into this political climate. It
published a series of unsubstantiated stories about African American
men assaulting and raping white
women.
Atlanta Georgian and other
newspapers published similar stories, and in just one week, 12 tales
of African American men raping
white women rode the headlines of
Atlanta’s newspapers.
On Sept. 22, 1906, Atlanta
newspapers reported accounts of
four assaults and violence erupted.
By 9 p.m. that night, 10,000 rioters
took to the streets.
A white mob coursed through
Decatur Street, Pryor Street, Central
Avenue and the African American
business district. In their wake,
they vandalized businesses and beat
African Americans.
They trashed a barbershop and
murdered the people inside. The mob
ripped men, women and children
from streetcars and beat them.
Walter White, former secretary
See Riot, page 12

By Matt Emerick / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

June Dobbs Butts speaks at Tech’s panel discussion “Remembrance
and Reconciliation,” which focused on the 1906 Atlanta race riots.

Indian orgs oﬀer community
By Shruti Kumar
Contributing Writer

A large and diverse Indian community exists at Tech, but with so
many ethnic and cultural communities on campus, what makes the
Indian one stand out?
“[Indian] culture is diﬀerent
because it is a fusion of the American
culture that we have been educated
in and the Indian culture in which
our parents grew up...[this] is a reﬂec-

tion of how connected the world has
become,” said Pulin Patel, a secondyear Chemical and Biomolecular
Engineering student.
Many Indian organizations on
campus work to promote and raise
awareness about Indian culture by
hosting a variety of events. These
organizations also assist Indian
students in connecting with their
cultural roots and socializing with
fellow Indian students.
Some cultural events that India

By Amanda Thomas / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Shalini Bumb, an India Club dance team member and third-year BME
student, performs at the Taste of Africa event held last year.

Club, the largest cultural organization on campus, annually organizes
and sponsors include the following:
Raas Garba, a Hindu festival dance;
Diwali dinner, which celebrates Diwali, the Hindu Festival of Lights;
Diwali Puja, a group prayer; and the
Holi show, which celebrates Holi, the
Hindu Festival of Colors.
Shweta Natarajan, a second-year
Mechanical Engineering student,
said she particularly enjoyed Raas
Garba because “it’s the [India Club]
event where the largest number of
people participate, especially people
from diﬀerent communities.”
Additional social events planned
by the India Club throughout the
year include cricket match viewings
(a popular sport among Indians)
and events coordinated with the
Pakistani and Bangladeshi organizations on campus.
Community service activities
that India Club hosts range from
the annual on-campus Vibha walk
to a recent project coordinated with
Child Relief and You Atlanta, a
nonproﬁt that aids underprivileged
children around the world.
The organization also participates
in traditional on-campus community activities such as TEAM Buzz
and Tech Beautiﬁcation Day.
In addition, India Club has decided to commemorate the memory
of Mahatma Gandhi by participating in a Be the Change campaign, a
See India, page 14
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Riot

from page 11

of the NAACP, witnessed the events
as a boy.
In his memoir, White wrote, “We
saw a lame negro…pathetically trying to outrun a mob of whites…We
saw clubs and ﬁsts descending to the
accompaniment of savage shouting
and cursing. Suddenly a voice cried,
‘There goes another nigger!’ Its work
done, the mob went after new prey.
The body with the withered foot
lay dead in a pool of blood on the
street.”
When heavy rains came that
night, several bodies lay mangled and
beaten to death. Atlanta soon came
under the control of state militia.
On Sunday, 6,000 troops patrolled the streets, and a temporary
quiet led newspapers to report an end
to the riots. Many African Americans
still feared continued attacks and
armed themselves.
That night, white mobs marched
into African American neighbor-

hoods and assaulted people in their
homes.
On Monday, a group of African
Americans gathered at Brownville, and when Fulton County

“We need to make
sure these mistakes
will not be repeated
in the future and
treat everyone with
equal respect.”
Karen Melikov
Second-year AE

police raided the meeting, gunﬁre
erupted. A white oﬃcer was shot
and killed.
Three companies of militia were
dispatched to Brownville, and they
arrested 250 African Americans.
Soldiers were ordered to round up

FOCUS

any possible weapons from inside
African American homes.
Mob violence continued, but the
coming days saw an armistice on both
sides. The oﬃcial death toll was 10
African Americans and two whites.
However, it is widely accepted that
many more African Americans died
in the riot, but Atlanta attempted to
preserve its reputation by only issuing
10 death certiﬁcates. In addition,
hundreds of African Americans
were badly beaten and thousands
ﬂed the city.
“It’s essential to remember what
happened, because I think people
keep forgetting the lessons of the past.
We need to make sure these mistakes
will not be repeated in the future and
treat everyone with equal respect,”
said Karen Melikov, a second-year
Aerospace Engineering major.
“The eﬀects of this event are still
reverberating today. We still have
racism and we still have hate crimes,
so it’s important to recognize what
happened before if we are to address
these issues now,” Nettles said.

By Matt Emerick / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Architecture professor Larry Keating discusses the 1906 Atlanta race
riots and their present and historical implications at the panel.
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Heisenberg was a stud. Schrodinger was a wild man. And you
can take it to the bank.
wtf he is in the projector room
again.
Andy loves the polar bear if you
know what I mean
why is the physics department
always on probation again
is it wrong to pick your major
based on how much money you
make when you get out?
I think my roomate had sex in
my bed....
people should close their doors
when they change
/mode +m #gatech.edu ... shutup
freshmen no one cares what
you think
that master plan has lakes and
a park over a bridge I told you
this school is crazy
yeah...this girl that I hooked
up with has a boyfriend that
lives next door, that didn’t go
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will...you know...
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told him that I had a raid so
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sample problem sets that they
so graciously gave to us and Step
2: Give them all to M. Night
Shyamalan.
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Campus groups promote cultural diversity
By Felicia Burkes
Contributing Writer

Two campus groups that embrace
diversity, focus on cross-cultural issues and impact student involvement
are Culture Tech and the Women’s
Multicultural Society.
Culture Tech found its beginnings in the annual International
Festival, which Tech started hosting
in 1985. The international fair gradually transformed into the Culture
Tech organization.
The mission of Culture Tech is
to “promote diversity on the Tech
campus and increase cross-cultural
interaction,” said Jana Williams, the
international student advisor for the
Oﬃce of International Education.
“[Culture Tech] seeks to promote
a common ground in which all cultural organizations on campus can
come together,” said Karan Gandhi,
president of Culture Tech.
Culture Tech typically hosts two
events each year, International Education Week in the fall and Culture
Fest in the spring.
International Education Week
begins Nov. 13 and continues
through Nov. 18.
This year, Culture Tech will
also host a festival sale to support
fair market trade through a nonproﬁt organization called 10,000
Villages.
Culture Fest is held during the
week of Mar. 5. Two major components of Culture Fest are the Food
Fair and Performance Night.

The Food Fair gives student
organizations on campus an opportunity to present native dishes
to the student body.
“It was amazing to see so many
diﬀerent cultural groups cook together,” Gandhi said of last year’s
event.
Performance Night presents
an evening of entertainment that
highlights various art forms, music,

“[Culture Tech]
seeks to promote a
common ground in
which all cultural
organizations...can
come together.”
Karan Gandhi

Culture Tech President

martial arts and dances from around
the world.
“Performance Night is the sellout event that showcases the diverse
cultural talents on campus,” Williams said.
Groups that have participated in
Culture Fest in the past have included
the India Club, Lebanese Students
Association and Thai Students Association. Culture Fest is open to
both international and American
student organizations.
Looking ahead, Culture Tech
plans to expand its membership by

“spreading cultural awareness on
campus,” Gandhi said.
Culture Tech would like to plan
more activities such as international
mixers for interested members.
“The mixers are fun gatherings
which promote cross-cultural interaction,” Williams said.
Another exciting organization
on campus is the Women’s Multicultural Society (WMS).
Formed this past spring, WMS
became the ﬁrst and only multicultural club for women on campus.
The events that the club participate in “allow women to create
strong bonds with each other [and]
extend their social and academic
networks. But our main goal is to
just have fun,” said Anees Mawani,
president of WMS.
“Now women have a place where
they can feel accepted no matter
who they are or where they come
from, and we see that as nothing
but an improvement on campus,”
Mawani said.
The WMS members will attend the Atlanta Greek Festival in
October. In November, the club
will participate in a TEAM Buzz
community service project.
Both Culture Tech and WMS
help to bridge gaps between people of
diﬀerent ethnicities and cultures.
By teaching students how to
build relationships with each other
on campus now, these organizations
stand to have a lasting impact on
students’ future relationships, both
in school and in the workplace.

By Jon Drews / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Culture Tech and the
Women’s Multicultural
Society host many
events to promote
diversity and crosscultural interaction.
Above, dancers perform at last year’s
International Performance Night, sponsored by Culture Tech
and held at the Ferst
Center. Right, Zen
Mehra, a senior Electrical Engineering student, selects from
a variety of dishes
offered at the International Food Fair, held
by Culture Tech this
past spring.

By Matt Bishop / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

"No matter what you are used to, get used to change . . .

because SEI will stretch you in ways you never expected."
- Al West, Chairman, CEO, AE '64

SEI is looking for driven individuals for
full-time placement in the following roles:
Client Service
Investment Management
Marketing
Operations Management
Product Management
Sales
Technology Development
SEI is a leading global provider of outsourced asset
management, investment processing and investment
operations solutions. As of June 30, 2006, SEI manages
$161.7 billion in assets and administers $334.3 billion in
mutual fund and pooled assets. For more information, visit:

www.seic.com/associate
Questions? Feel free to contact Jeffrey Leber at jleber@seic.com.

2006 Associates Recruiting Process
Get to Know SEI - Information Session
Monday, October 9th 5:00pm - 6:30pm
Student Success Center, Suite A
Speaker: Karl Dasher, CIO, IE '93
Come learn about SEI�
s business units, strategic
direction, and Associates Leadership Development
Program.

Let Us Get to Know You - Meet SEI Employees
Monday, October 23rd 10:00am - 4:00pm
Technology Square
Come meet SEI Employees and share with us your
story and career desires.

On Campus Interviews
Monday, October 30th 8:00am - 5:00pm
Student Success Center
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Ok Mr. “I personally knew every famous scientist from the early 20th century”
Now I am a sliver ﬁend!
Wake me up when September ends
Ding!
Gratz!
54 pally LFG pst
exboyfriends suck
only lindsay is allowed to tease cox
Life is a beautiful struggle.
See page 20 for more Slivers!

Weekly Activities
Feature Movie: "Pirates of the
Caribbean 2- Dead Man's Chest"

Friday, October 6 @ 8:45 pm, Free outdoor movie @ Yellow Jacket Park.
Sunday, October 8 @ 3 pm & 6 pm, Student Center Theater. $2 with
Buzzcard $3 without.

RANDOM ACT OF FUN!

11 am - Noon, Skiles Walkway
Every 2nd Thursday of the month!
Petting Zoo - Thursday, October 12
Oxygen Bar - Thursday, November 9

LIVE LUNCH SERIES
11 am - Noon

Every 3rd Thursday of the month!
Thursday, October 19, Campanile
Thursday, November 16, Commons
Stage

1940's Paint The Town White and Gold - Live at Georgia Tech
10/23 - WWHIIO Starts - Campus wide event
10/23 - Homecoming Carnival - Skiles Walkway
10/24 - Mr. GT & Ms GT. Georgia Tech Voting Ends - ww.elections.gatech.edu
10/24 - Paparazzi Blitz - SC Music Listening Roon
10/24 - Tech Trivia - Junior's Grill
10/26 - 9 Ball Tournament - Tech Rec
10/26 - Showtime @ the Ballroom (Talent Show) - SC Ballroom
10/26 - Mr. GT & Ms. GT Finalists Announced - SC Ballroom
10/28 - Mr. GT & Ms. GT Announced @ Halftime during game

For more information visit: www.homecoming.gatech.edu
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ALL THESE EVENTS AND MORE VISIT OUR
WEBSITE: WWW.FUN.GATECH.EDU
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Try our student special:
1 large 1 topping pizza for ONLY $8.99!
Late night special: 1 large 1 topping pizza
$7.99 after 10 p.m.
(pick up or delivery)

classical music and/or dance.”
Badri Vellambi, the president of
Aarohi, said he is “extremely eager
campus-wide event that will be held for new members [to join Aarohi]
this weekend and involves India Club and [the organization] is willing
to showcase students [in their prochapters from Emory and GSU.
Varun Maniar, a third-year grams].”
Additionally, Keshav Attrey,
Computer Engineering major and
co-president of India Club, said that Aarohi’s event coordinator, said that
“India Club really caters to everyone “the organization ﬁlls a gap” and
that is part of it—there are a wide “creates an Indian classical music
variety of events for participants to scene [on campus].”
According to Attrey, Aarohi’s vichoose from. Being the largest cultural organization on campus, your sion is to bring together students with
backgrounds in
social circle deﬁIndian classical
nitely expands
“India Club really
music and give
by becoming a
them opportunimember.”
caters to everyone
ties to perform
Tech also ofthat is part of
and create music
fers opportunitogether.
ties for students
it—there are a wide
Indian fraof Indian herivariety of events for
ternities a nd
tage and those
sororities also
interested in
participants...”
play a large part
Indian culture
in the socializato take part in
Varun Maniar
tion of many
per for m a nc e
Third-year CE
Indian students,
events.
while the Hindu
Aarohi, an
on-campus Indian Classical Music Students Council promotes awareand Arts Society, sponsors annual ness of Hindu culture and religion
classical Indian musical and dance on campus.
Through these organizations,
events, such as the upcoming concert
with professional guest artists this Tech helps Indian students ﬁnd a balance between Indian and American
Friday, Oct. 6.
Aarohi began two years ago as a cultures and thus gain the best from
low-scale organization to encourage both worlds.
“If you can ﬁnd a balance between
awareness of Indian classical music
your family and friends (both within
and has slowly expanded.
Tanvi Ratna, a third-year Indus- your culture and otherwise), you’ll
trial Engineering major and vice feel more comfortable with yourself
president of Aarohi, said that “Aarohi knowing that you contribute to both
is a unique organization because it communities,” said Shruti Senapati,
sets up a platform for students with a second-year Biomedical Engineeran interest and/or training in Indian ing major.

India

from page 11

Ethics

from page 11

others’ expectations and anticipate
their reactions.
Whitbeck went on to speak about
How does society prepare tomorethical considerations that are unique row’s engineers?
to engineering.
Whitbeck pointed out that some
“[Engineering problems] do not engineering programs now consist
have uniquely correct solutions,” of a ﬁve-year course of study as a
Whitbeck said.
minimum for earning a bachelor’s
According to Whitbeck, an en- degree. Teaching design early in
gineering solution must achieve the curriculum along with ethics is also
desired end, conform to explicit cri- crucial, according to Whitbeck.
teria and be reasonably secure against
“Moral problems look strange
accidents and miscarriages.
to those [who are] used to solving
What about ethics in other problem sets,” Whitbeck said.
professions?
The lecture sparked diﬀerent reacW hitbeck
tions from those
said that since a
in attendance.
“Think about a
profession “reA leja ndro
quires mastery
Suarez, a secmoral
situation
of expert knowlond-year Electriand be prepared
edge,” we must
cal Engineering
rely on others
major, said that
for surprises...
for expertise and
ethics is “also a
we haven’t got a
knowledge that
problem of manwe do not posagement…how
recipe.”
sess in our own
they allow you
professions. Ad[as the engineer]
Varun Maniar
ditionally, every
to do things.”
Third-year CE
profession must
Betty Whitabe responsible
ker, a researcher
for holding its members account- at the Georgia Tech Research Instiable.
tute, had the opposite idea.
Whitbeck also addressed the
“[In regards to] their responsibilimplications of rapidly changing ity towards ethics, I was surprised
technology for today’s engineers.
that the students thought it was up to
She discussed unhelpful tenden- management instead of up to them.
cies that are common responses when Students need more discussion on
dealing with new technology. The broader issues [concerning ethics],”
most common tendencies included Whitaker said.
doing nothing, doing what causes
According to Whitbeck, when it
public uproar and doing what closely comes to situations that challenge
resembles what worked in the past one’s morals, there is no cut-andbut is no longer appropriate.
dry answer.
The lesson to be learned here is
Whitbeck had the following
that continuing change is normal, ev- advice for students who want a forery new problem should be dealt with mula for making decisions: “I hope
in a new way and there are multiple you don’t expect me to give you an
possibilities for each solution.
algorithm…Think about a moral
When faced with a new chal- situation and be prepared for surlenge, engineers should consider prises…we haven’t got a recipe.”
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Engineering the Americas
Biannual Pan American conference
brings the Western Hemisphere’s
best and brightest engineers to Tech

By Raisa Simoes
Contributing Writer

This year, Tech hosted the biannual international conference for
the Union Pan Americana de Asociaciones de Ingenieria (UPADI),
which is translated as the Pan
American Federation of Engineering Societies.
Tech had the honor of welcoming
the Western Hemisphere’s brightest engineering authorities to the
Westin Peachtree Plaza Hotel from
Sept.19-22.
UPADI consists of 26 member
nations from North America to
South America and is a central agent
in helping countries from Latin
America and the Caribbean improve
their infrastructure and economic
capabilities. The conference was
held to further explore methods
of technological and economic
advancement in Latin America and
the Caribbean.
Tech and UPADI collaborated
with the American Society of Civil
Engineers, the National Society
of Professional Engineers and the
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers to host this year’s conference, for which the slogan was “Build
a Better World.”
The conference focused on how to
enhance sustainable infrastructure
in Latin America and the Caribbean
by promoting economic, scientiﬁc,
technological and educational initiatives. Speakers from all over the
Americas presented on topics ranging
from ocean and coastal engineering

to urban development and popula- technology companies are already
tion growth.
headquartered in Asia, whereas only
All of these presentations were six are headquartered in the U.S.
meant to oﬀer new solutions and Therefore, to beat out competition,
ideas concerning the issue of infra- one must be “innovative, not just
structure in the Americas.
bigger and faster,” Clough said.
One highlight of the conference
“The capacity to innovate is the
was Institute President Wayne most critical element in sustaining
Clough’s plenary session presenta- competitiveness,” Clough said.
tion on the future of engineering
Among other initiatives in the
education.
project are the improvement of KClough delivered a discourse on 12 science and math education and
a new project titled the “Engineer increases in science and engineering
of 2020.”
scholarships and fellowships.
In an introduction to the project,
These educational initiatives
Clough said, “In a world in which actually made their way into Presithings are going very quickly, it’s dent George W. Bush’s State of the
very important for engineers to try Union address last year as part of
to anticipate the
the American
future. So the
Competitive“In a world in
premise for our
ness Initiative
eﬀort was that we
Recommenwhich things are
would anticipate
dation, which
going very quickly...
the future and
would increase
shape engineerfederal research
engineers [need to]
ing education
funding in scitry to anticipate the
in advance to
ence and encreate the dygineering and
future.”
namic role for
improve high
our profession
school science
Wayne Clough
and for engineerand math eduInstitute President
ing graduates.”
cation.
Clough emH o w e v e r,
phasized that changes in engineering Congress has not passed this legiseducation should go beyond changes lation yet, “which I ﬁnd odd because
in classroom curricula, noting Tech’s the best way to make your country
co-op program as an example of whole and welcoming to people and
innovative engineering education to make it successful is to concenoutside of the classroom.
trate on this eﬀort, not build fences
Two aspects of engineering educa- between you and your neighbors,”
tion that Clough particularly stressed Clough said.
were leadership and innovation.
The 2006 UPADI conference was
“We need people who are successful in proposing innovative
dynamic, agile, resistant, ﬂexible solutions for the future of engineerand lastly, adaptive leaders; so it’s ing in the Americas.
important to educate leaders with
Tech, as host and partner in this
an understanding of what the role important strategy for improvement,
of leadership is,” Clough said.
has played a central role.
Clough pointed to a need for
“This is a critical time for eninnovation as a result of increasing gineering. The opportunities are
competition from Asia in the science simply amazing, but we have to be
and technology sectors. Fourteen ready to take advantage of them,”
of the world’s major information Clough said.

LIFEGUARDS
WANTED
Spring 2007

& Thanksgiving and Winter breaks
in 2006

$10/hour over breaks
Starting Regular Pay - $8.00/hour
Turn in an application TODAY
@ Member Services Desk in CRC
Ellis and Associates, Inc. (E & A) Lifeguard license
required for employment. See training schedule
below. *Cross-over course available with current
certification from another program – contact Jordan
Wienke.

E & A Course Schedule:
Must attend ALL dates and times

Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday,
Sunday,

Novebmer 2
November 3
November 4
November 5

5:30 – 10:00 p.m.
5:30 – 10:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Cost: $100, includes book and licensing fee.
Registration begins October 16, 2006 at the
Member Services desk in CRC
Questions?
Contact: jordan.wienke@crc.gatech.edu
404-894-8834

By Robert Combier / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Engineering authorities congregate at the UPADI conference, which addressed methods of technological
and economic advancement in the Americas. Tech hosted the international conference this year.
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Get ready to delve into a world
of fear, strength, courage, and heart
stopping suspense when you watch
The Guardian, released Friday the
29th. Directed by Andrew Davis
(who also directed The Fugitive)
and starring Kevin Costner and
Ashton Kutcher, this movie takes
you through a brief yet thorough
tour of what it is like to be part a
United States Coast Guard Rescue
Swimmers (CGRS).
In the movie, Ben Randall (Costner), a legendary rescue swimmer,
is sent to teach in an elite training
school for future rescue swimmers
after losing his crew in a devastating
explosion. With his unorthodox
and grueling techniques he ﬁlters
the class and is left with a dozen or
so students with the qualities that
he believes are needed to be a rescue
swimmer.
One of these students, Jake
Fischer (Kutcher) sets himself apart
as the ﬁttest, fastest and slickest.

Not just for Jack Oʼ
Lanterns anymore
Every weekend in October
the Pumpkin Festival at Stone
Mountain Park celebrates
all that is grand about the
seasonal orange squash. Visit
Stonemountainpark.com for
more information.

Unlucky 13 thrills
at haunted house
A new haunted house opened
yesterday behind Town Center
Mall in Kennesaw. Coupons
on www.13storieshauntedho
use.com will get you in for an
unlucky $13.

Local artists
create market
On Monroe Drive, paintings,
photographs, leatherware, toys,
antiques, jewelry and more
are available at the Midtown
Promenade. From 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. on Saturdays local artists
get together to oﬀer this unique
shopping experience to the
community. Call 770-913-3978
for more information.

ENGINEERING ETHICS?

Caroline Whitbeck visited campus
to discuss the role of ethics in the
engineering world. Page11

THE BIGGESET LOSERS

Oct 7. marks the 90th anniversary
of the legendary 222-0 football
game against Cumberland. Page 27

REEL
E W S

Kutcher delivers actionpacked thrills in Guardian
By Beena Bhuiyan-Khan
Contributing Writer
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Despite the initial bumpy relationship with his trainer, both he and
Randall develop a mentor-mentee
relationship after they ﬁnd out that
they are both at the school for the

THE GUARDIAN
UARDIAN
THE GCostner,
Ashton
Cast: Kevin
Kutcher
Cast: Kevin Costner,
Andrew Davis
Director:
Ashton Kutcher
minutes.
136Davis
Running
Andrew
Director:time:
Running time: 136 min.
Rating: PG-13

same reasons—lost crew, proving
to themselves that they can live up
to the memory of their friends and
their own expectations.
The movie provides a unique
insight to the mind of a rescue

swimmer. One has the opportunity
to witness the vast amount of physical, mental and emotional strength
needed to be part of the CGRS. The
ﬁlm also provides insight on the
psyche of a person, for we realize the
roots of the motivation to continue
with something that is grueling and
exhausting and demanding.
The Guardian does a good job of
selling the CGRS to the public, but
at the same time, it does not let the
audience forget the selling point. The
ﬁlm also turns slightly fantastical in
the end when the character of Ben
Randall is turned into a ﬁgure of
Christ (savior, rescuer, and ﬁsher)
and into an enigma analogous to the
yeti or abominable snowman.
The plot also has the necessary
love story—actually it has two of
them, with quite diﬀerent endings,
and the movie also laces in a bit of
needed comic relief to go with the
serious nature of being a member
of the CGRS.
The special eﬀects in the ﬁlm
See Guardian, page 21

Image courtesy of Warner Independent Picturesʼ

Many of the scenes of Michel Gondry’s new ﬁlm, The Science of Sleep,
take place in the dreams of Stephane, (Gael Garcia Bernal).

The Science of Sleep
amazes, confuses
By Daniel Griﬃn
Contributing Writer

dry, who served as both author and
director, has established a comfortable place in cinema to brandish his
Most people recognize director outlandishly funny and thoroughly
enter ta ining
Michel Gondry’s
style.
name as being
The Science
attached to variof Sleep revolves
ous music videos,
around an imagiwith artists rangnative protagoing from Bjork to
THE SCIENCE OF SLEEP
nist Stephane,
The Chemical
who moves to
Cast: Aurelia Petit, Miou
Brothers.
Paris to start a job
Yet two years Miou, Alain Chabat,
ago, with the Charlotte Gainsbourg, Gael that his mother
has secured for
release of the Garcia Bernal
him-a job that he
popular Eternal Director: Michel Gondry
thinks has him
Sunshine of the
painting art for a
Spotless Mind, Running time: 105 min.
calendar but inGondry devel- Rating: R
stead puts him on
oped directorial
clout that only motion pictures can a measuring board to monotonously
deliver.
See Sleep, page 19
With The Science of Sleep, Gon-

Book immortalizes NY murals,tags
Graﬁtti book features artist interviews and over 100 color images

ﬁti, ranging from images on a small
section of a wall, to huge murals
stretching many blocks.
“An exuberant burst of color
The pictures in this book are
suddenly appeared on this ghostly the result of ﬁfteen years’ worth of
street in an otherwise drab neighbor- travel to the Bronx, Harlem, Spanish
hood. It stopped me in my tracks,” Harlem, the Lower East Side, the
writes Peter Rosenstein, author of East Village and Brooklyn.
the new book
Each photoTattooed Walls, of
graph has a caphis life-changing
tion explaining
experience with a
the context or
...Rostensetin has
graﬃti mural on
s i g n i f ic a nc e
the Lower East
of the mural
made it his mission
Side of Manhatwritten by Arto document the
tan over a decade
gentine-born
ago.
journalist, actor
expansive and everSince then,
and art director
changing world of
Rosenstein has
Isabel Bau Madmade it his misden.
street art in New
sion to document
In addition
York.
the expansive and
to the photoever-changing
g r a ph s , t he
world of street art in New York. “As book features an interview with
I stood back and admired the colors legendary artist and political activist
and composition, I could not help James De La Vega, a commentary
but lament the transient nature of from the artist Chico and a foreword
murals,” Rosenstein said.
by artist and gallery owner Stefan
Tattooed Walls contains over a Eins, one of the ﬁrst in the broader
hundred color photographs of graf- art world to recognize and promote
By Kenneth Baskett
Senior Staﬀ Writer

Photo courtesy of University Press of Mississippi

This colorful photo appears on page 119 of Tattooed Walls. “Los Muchachos” likely refers to the area homeboys of NY’s East Village.

graﬃti as a legitimate art form.
These writings go a long way to
explaining the current state of graﬃti
as art and illustrating the mentality
and passion of those who make it
their way of life. However, the main
focus of Tattooed Walls is deﬁnitely
the art, and here the book shines.

Rosenstein has had plenty of
practice putting street art on ﬁlm,
and it shows. Somehow, he is able
to capture not only the image of the
mural, but the emotion and meaning
the artist put into it as well.
See Graﬁtti, page 18
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Diet book proves upsetting, unfulﬁlling
By Sarah Gilbreath
Contributing Writer

For a young, naive freshman
entering Tech, several things can
be terrifying: the prospect of living
away from home, having to make
new friends, taking hard classes,
and so on. But by far the scariest
and most publicized specter is the
Freshman 15. So many rumors and
urban legends surround the concept
that it would seem that merely setting foot in a quad would result in
the instant osmosis of hundreds of
calories through your feet (shoes do
nothing to slow the process. Beware,
little freshman...beware!) As such,
I had decided long ago that when
my freshman year came, I would do
everything possible to avoid gaining
the pre-ordained weight. Naturally,
I was thrilled to discover this book,
The Dorm Room Diet - instant
protection from the pounds was
practically guaranteed! I snatched it
up with great gusto, feeling healthier
as soon as I had picked it up.
Imagine my dismay, then, when
I realized that the author, Daphne
Oz, was not only ill informed, but
militant about it. She has no real
credentials— she is still an undergraduate student. She substitutes
her mother being vegetarian and
her father being a doctor for actually
having a degree. The forward was
written by her father, and the odd
mix of lists of her favorite TV shows
and detailed dietary information
make the book seem like an attempt
at a notable achievement to put on

her application to graduate school
— that is, her father gave her all the
facts and told her to rewrite them in
her own words and publish the thing,
so she could at least say that she was
a “published author.” Not only is
Oz pretent iou s, but
she aims the
book solely at
women, making no mention of men
at all (aside
from a list of
their favorite
scents).
The overbearing tone
of the book
will quickly
make anyone
anorexic. Oz
launches into
several litanies on “huge
portions” of
certain foods,
as well as the
ingredients;
for example, she considers two slices
of pizza to be an exorbitant amount.
She curses salad dressings in favor of
oil and vinegar, and she absolutely
forbids herself from eating, of all
things, croutons. Non-processed,
unﬂavored oatmeal is considered a
“treat,” and she is kind enough to
allow the reader to “go a little wild...
with the grapes”. Around the middle
of the book, Oz mentions that she
isn’t picky about setting a limited

number of calories for her readers,
which is particularly amusing considering that in the previous chapter
she had written out a detailed set
of equations to ﬁnd out how many
calories you should be consuming
daily (I
s hou ld
a p p a rently
eat 1057
calories
a d ay.
C a n
you even
live on
that?)
But
not only
is t his
book
militant, it
also deﬁes logic. In it,
she advocates
d r i n king four
6-ounce cups of caﬀeinated coﬀee
EVERY DAY, claiming that it is
perfectly healthy. She condemns the
creator of the candy bar, yet suggests
eating handfuls of chocolate chips or
several chocolate covered strawberries as a snack (oh, yes, I understand
that perfectly - chocolate chips are
MUCH healthier than those dirty
little croutons).
In addition to information about
food and vitamins, Oz also provides

several diﬀerent kinds of exercises
for the dorm room. Each routine
requires minimal space and no additional equipment. In the interest
of giving the book a fair shot, I got
down on my ﬂoor and tried several
of these exercises. While I did ﬁnd
two that I was already familiar with,
others were completely foreign and
made no sense. In one, Oz instructs
the reader to lie on the ﬂoor, face up,
and put his or her legs straight up in
the air. Then he is to move to a sitting
position, with his legs still in the air,
balancing on his tailbone. Lastly, he
is to stretch up and miraculously get
his tailbone at least “about an inch oﬀ
the ﬂoor” (165). That to me sounds
suspiciously like ﬂoating (sorry,
Daphne, but I just haven’t been able
to achieve levitation yet...it must be
all those grapes I’ve been devouring
during my nightly binges). Nearly
all the exercises I tried left me wallowing on the ﬂoor, ﬂopping about
like a ﬁsh on dry land.
In short, this book did more
harm than good, making me feel
that even the most harmless foods,
like apples, were my mortal enemies.
Oz’s suggestions are unrealistic and
impractical, such as oﬀering to bring
dessert to a party and instead showing
up with fruit salad, and the exercises
are either missing steps and explanations or are simply wrong.
However, I have to give the book
credit for one thing: standing at
an imaginary three-point line and
dunking this thing into the recycling
bin felt great. And surely I burned a
few calories with that activity.

Graﬁtti

from page 17

In addition to the simple tags used
to claim turf, the art contains memorials to fallen loved ones, religious
expression, warnings to police and
messages of political unrest. These
artists serve as the spokesmen for
their respective cultures.
The styles used by these street artists range from cartoon to abstract to
trompe l’oeil, a technique meaning
“deceives the eye” that dates back

...the art contains
memorials to fallen
loved ones, religious
expressions,
warnings to police,
and messages of
political unrest.
several centuries.
Tattooed Walls is particularly wellsuited as a coﬀee table conversation
starter. However, to leave it at that
would be an understatement. This
book is an anthology of an art form
that few people experience and even
fewer appreciate.
Furthermore, it is an anthology
of short-lived works, most of which
have already been destroyed or
replaced. In addition, it is a visual
story about the people living in these
areas: their cultures, beliefs, passions
and fears. The book is a must-have
for anyone interested in graﬃti or
urban culture.
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THEME CROSSWORD: BODY LANGUAGE
By Robert Zimmerman
Uniter Features Sundicate

ACROSS
1. Water carriers
6. Scram
11. Bookbalancers
15. Whiteﬁsh
19. Carpet ﬁber
20. Swap
21. Catch sight of
22. Famous
diamond
23. Horror-ﬂick role
24. Joyce Carol —
25. “The best — plans ...”
26. James of the blues
27. Flee a tsunami: 4 wds
30. One of an odd couple
31. Miss Blanchett
32. Miserable place
33. Engine part
34. Admittance
35. Hard stuﬀ
37. Recipe
instruction
39. Pool competition
40. Actor Erwin
43. Antique, but antiquated
44. Large cask
45. Seed carrier
46. Admit: with “up”
47. Nursemaid
49. Hor d’oeuvres (2 wds)
52. Born ﬁrst
54. Vatican VIP
55. Illegal stash
56. Mister Rogers
59. Actor Guiness
60. Clever
62. Queen’s domain
63. Sent by phone
65. Highland church
66. Expert group
67. Revered images
69. Welt
70. Lilies
72. Editor’s request, perhaps
73. Tenor Bjoerling
74. Send out
75. Couch

76. Score quickly
77. Gardener’s milieu
78. Flourish
80. Obey the rules: 3 wds
83. Mary’s Mr. Grant
84. Etoile landmark
87. Compete
88. Asian ox
89. Lingerie items
92. Where traumas may be
treated
93. Cheese dish
95. Wire measures
96. Leases
98. Open acknowledgment
99. Aunts and uncles
100. Cooler contents
101. — homo
105. Balance at the banco

106. Police powers: 5 wds
110. “ — Sprach Zarathustra”
111. North Atlantic menace
112. Medieval music
pioneer
113. Grammarian’s concern
114. Pay attention
115. Track
116. Chemical compound
117. More exposed
118. Gambler’s calculation
119. Knotty subject, sometimes
120. A midden may yield it
121. Inﬂuences
DOWN
1. Soprano’s goal

Your Friday lectures
have nothing on us!

Georgia Tech
NROTC

Sleep

17. Flues
18. Safari members
28. German export
29. Baker’s ﬁnishing touch
30. Yoko
34. Of the Asian subcontinent
36. Playthings
37. Painter’s pattern
38. Melody
39. Melts
40. Shoes, for short
41. Scores
42. Be subjected to
45. Campus VIP
48. Neighborhood: 4 wds
49. Have an inkling
50. Gourmet
51. Switch label
53. Recipe abbr.
54. Verve
57. Study closely
58. Give birth
61. Gets into a ﬁght: 3 wds
62. Mischief
64. Staves oﬀ
68. Command to Fido
71. — Paulo
77. Feature of old phones
79. Biblical “have”
81. “Axis of Ð “
82. Reclining
84. Plains tribe
2. Michael or Milo
85. Disentangled
3. Ermine
86. Traversed
4. Gives the slip to
89. Hen house
5. Ego
6. Celebrated in history 90. “The Sting” co-star
91. Pre-med subj.
7. Childish babble
8. Plaster underpinning 94. — relief
95. Mix
9. Voltaire
97. It has its ups and downs
concept
10. New Age musician 99. Holy book
100. Strike sharply
11. Storm refuge
102. Barton or Bow
12. Biblical song
103. Wary
13. Sacred bull
104. Jugs
14. Barrett of Pink
106. Clothier Strauss
Floyd
15. Hotel room staple: 107. Shows eﬀects of time
108. Delivery designation
3 wds
16. Fast seller, suppos- 109. Airline transfer points
111. Jazz style since the ‘40s
edly



from page 17

mark up titles for calendars with
naked women on them. He ends up
rarely spending anytime at the job
he loathes, often staying in bed all
day wrapped up in his thoroughly
amusing dreams.
At the heart of this ﬁlm is a love
story, yet the spectacular pieces of
this ﬁlm are Stephane’s dreams. The
love story emerges when he quickly
falls for his next door neighbor,
frequently confusing their interactions in the real world and in his
dreams.
Gael Garcia Bernal as Stephane
shows an incredible acting range
throughout this ﬁlm, easily separating himself from his other serious
roles in ﬁlms like Bad Education and
Y Tu Mama Tambien. His comedic
timing and bouncing speech blends
perfectly with the fantastic dream
sequences, comprised of loads of
stop-motion cities and animals as
well as “Stephane TV”-Stephane’s
own television show which he narrates energetically into a cardboard
camera.
The characters are drawn in an
original, albeit sometimes quirky,
way that allows the dialogue to ﬁll
up the ﬁlm with genuinely funny
moments. Stephane’s inability to
understand French (as he pleads
with others to talk to him in English)
leads to many insults and humorous
jabs at Stephane without him even
realizing it.
The Science of Sleep seems
particularly autobiographical in
its nature, as the speciﬁc character
representations and deep emotions
behind the craziness of the story
feel extremely personal. In essence,
Gondry seems to be telling part of his
own story, combining and elaborating upon the style that comprises his
previous work. The light and playful
style he uses to mold The Science of
Sleep makes this entertaining and
hilarious romp through the mind
an absolute joy to see.







Looking for
a challenge?




_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

This Week’s Programs

Want to really
do something
with
your life?
GT NROTC is looking for motivated and
qualified students to apply for scholarships
and non-scholarship positions. Visit the
following websites to see if you qualify:
https://www.nrotc.navy.mil
http://nrotc.gatech.edu

“Sunday Celebration” (traditional worship)
Sunday, October 8th, 11:00 AM
Special “Family Weekend” Service!
“Koinonia” (dinner, contemporary worship)
Monday, October 9th, 6:00 – 8:00 PM
Dinner at 6:00 PM; program 6:45 – 8:00 PM
“A Look at the Book” Bible Study: Jeremiah
Tuesday, October 10th, 11:00 AM
“Joan of Arcadia” Study
Tuesday, October 10th, 6:45 PM
“Artos” (prayer service w/ communion)
Thursday, October 12th, 11:00 AM
Free lunch after the service

Weekly puzzle:
Think of a word meaning “criminals.” Think
of another word for a certain crime. Read
these words one after the other, and you'll
get a new word for something that may be a
crime. What is it? Also, the longer word is
unrelated etymologically to the shorter word.
(Find the answer at
http://www.gtwf.org/puzzle.htm.)
The Weekly Puzzle was originally broadcast
on National Public Radio’s “Weekend
Edition Sunday” on July 9, 2006. Copyright
2006 NPR. All rights reserved.
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The Finals lack emotion, original concepts
Post-hardcore
band fails to
deliver in Plan
Your Getaway
By Kenneth Baskett
Senior Staﬀ Writer

What happened to the days
of Boston, Journey and Chicago,
with their beautiful voices and
harmonies?
In rock music today, a great voice
is not a requirement. For proof, look
no further than to the likes of Coheed and Cambria, AFI or System
of a Down.
You don’t even have to sound like
a guy to sing in an all-male band.
Despite having somewhat questionable voices, Claudio Sanchez,
Davey Havoc and Serj Tankian are
extremely talented singers and give
their respective bands an instantly
recognizable sound.

That is not the case with New
Jersey based band The Finals, who recently released their ﬁrst full-length
album, Plan Your Getaway. The vocal duties on the record are shared
by bassist Matt Reilly and guitarist
Jason Sazer.
A lthough
neither of the
si n g er s h ave
particularly bad
voices, it doesn’t
sound like they
care about what
they’re singing.
Almost all of
their tracks are
devoid of any
kind of feeling.
On the track
“They’ll Never
K now,” t he y
sing, “Please don’t take this all
wrong/I know it’s so hard to be
strong/Stand Back and look at your
life/Stop stalling and make things
right.”
How can you sing that without
feeling? Just listen to their CD.
They don’t sing like the songs
are important to them. Come on,
even Hillary Duﬀ can pull that oﬀ.

Despite the lackluster performances
oﬀered by the lead vocalists, the other
band members let you know this is
more than just a job for them. Lou
Bottone, Joshua Sazer and Christian
Kisala give the group a very modern
sound.
They go a
long way towards making
up for the emotion that their
lyrical counterparts lack.
If t he poor
singing was the
only fault of
this band, the
album might
still be worth
listening to due
to the instrumental talent.
But again, this is not the case. The
songs are decidedly unoriginal. The
Finals sound like just another cookie
cutter, here today, gone tomorrow
band. In addition, the lyrics have
a trite, middle-schoolish feeling
to them.
On the embarrassingly-titled
“Raining in my Heart”, the band

sings, “Fading and it’s been so long / Autumn” is a post-hardcore tune
Raining / We do not belong / Sham- with an awesome opening riﬀ remiing, Me for holding on / Blaming, niscent of Hawthorne Heights.
You for what went wrong / Raining
It also features some of the most
in my heart.”
mature lyrics on the album: “Baseball
That’s it.
has been over long now/The Red Sox
T h at’s t he
lost again/But
whole song.
still no sign of
It reminds me of
I’m pretty sure
winter/Maybe
that exact song
spring is early.”
vanilla ice cream.
has been written
T h i s son g
If you are really
a million times by
shows that there
a million adolesis some lyrical
desperate for
cent boys when
talent present
something sweet, it
their girlfriends
in the band and
broke up with
at how
will do the trick, but hints
them on their
much the group
most of the time it’s could improve.
two-week anniversary. If you’re
But these are
just bland.
going to write a
two songs out
song as lamely
of twelve. That’s
titled as “Raining in my Heart,” at 16 percent, and that, my friends, is
least make it profound.
failing, regardless of how big the
Despite my previous ranting, the curve is. It reminds me of vanilla
album isn’t completely unmemo- ice cream: if you’re really desperate
rable. Tracks stand out when Reilly for something sweet, it will do the
and Jason Sazer show an ounce of trick, but most of the time it’s just
emotion.
bland. So, if you’re really desperate
“Plague Escapade” features a large for some new rock, or if you really like
vocal range with very interesting vanilla, check out this album.
timing and is backed by a great inOtherwise, its best left on the
strumental arrangement. “Extended shelf, regardless of how cheap it is.

sliver

www.nique.net/sliver

Give me Grey’s or give death.
5:30 a.m.? Are they serious?
I heart girls in Piedmont Park dressed in leather chaps
A good shot of whiskey helps the medicine go down
How did the coloring at the library go?
Three hours and only two apologies!
If you touch the food Kyle will kill all of you
Thank you, Scarlett Johansen... you make life a little easier
Hi I’m looking for Ray Finkle...and a clean pair of shorts.
Leave WREK alone!
Let the band sell their Johnson t-shirts.
James is bringing sexy back.
Drop 20 and give her a call.
Birthday cake ﬂags!

See page 27 for more Slivers!

TAKE A STUDY BREAK

AT MURPHY’S
Enjoy a

complimentary dessert
with any purchase of $5 or more

after 9 p.m.

997 Virginia Ave, Atlanta, Ga 30306
404.872.0904 murphysvh.com
Present coupon with check

Valid through December 31, 2006
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Fox oﬀers ﬂeeting fun
By Nathan Garcia
Contributing Writer

Star Fox and his mercenary team
of futuristic ﬁghter pilots have been
on every major Nintendo console
since the Super Nintendo. The general opinion is that the Nintendo 64
version is the best of this particular
franchise. The Gamecube version,
although well done, did not have
the same charm as the N64
game. Nintendo took too
many liberties with the
game play when they
failed to realize that
most fans wanted the
fun, familiar dogﬁghts
found in the previous
versions. Now, Fox McCloud does a barrel roll
into his ﬁrst ever portable
game for the DS.
Star Fox: Command
manages to add an
interesting twist on
game play while still
retaining what made
the ﬁrst two games
big hits.
The story reveals that
after the events of the last
game, the StarFox unit
has disbanded. With Andross ﬁnally defeated,
everyone goestheir
sepa rate ways.
However, a new
threat to peace has
arisen
in the form of the Anglar Empire.
Fox, alone on his mother ship, heads
oﬀ to thwart this new foe.
The ﬂow of the game accommodates the story very well. As the
player progresses through the stages,
he chooses which action to take after
each mission. This allows for multiple
endings. At ﬁrst the only character
available is Fox. More characters
may later join or even replace him.
No more than four characters are
available at once, however.
Missions are completed in a dif-

Guardian

ferent manner than in the previous
games. Each character’s ship can be
independently operated by drawing
ﬂight paths with the touch screen.
The goal is to defeat all the enemies
before the turn limit runs out or
the Great Fox is attacked. When a
ﬁghter comes into contact with an
enemy group, then the actual ﬁght
takes place. Defeating each group of
enemies requires collecting a certain
amount of energy cores. These
are held by a particular type
of enemy and once collected
will clear the sortie.
Each character has his
unique ship, all with different attributes. They
vary based on type of
laser, lock-on ability, bomb
capacity and more, so
some ﬁghters are better
equipped to defeat certain kinds of enemies.
Figuring out which one
to send out adds more
strategy and varies the
diﬃculty somewhat.
Controlling the ﬁghters is somewhat tricky
to get used to, but
once mastered it feels
not too diﬀerent from
previous games.
Unfortunately, there
is not much to make the
game terribly challenging.
There are several types
of enemies to defeat, but
they rarely come in large
enough numbers to pose a
real threat. The boss battles are relatively simple, too, although the ﬁnal
boss can be really tricky. Also, while
the multiple endings are a nice touch,
they come far too soon. But there is
a somewhat redeeming multiplayer
function that allows play both locally
and over the Wi-Fi network. This
ﬂexibility provides a decent amount
of replay value. Fans of this series or
those looking for a fun ﬂight game
should give this a look.

Contact the Army ROTC "Yellow Jacket" Battalion at
404-894-9938 or visit www.armyrotc.gatech.edu for more information.

Graduation doesn’t have to be
your proudest moment.

from page 17

As an officer in the U.S. Coast Guard, every day you’ll be putting your
Photo Courtesy of Touchstone Pictures

Ashton Kutcher directs and stars in The Guardian, a ﬁlm highlighting
the members of the United States Coast Guard Rescue Swimmers.

make the Alaskan seas’ dangerous
conditions clear to the viewer, but
they do leave a bit to be desired in
replicating a realistic ocean. However, the movie does a good job of
balancing character development
with an appopriate number of these
action scenes.
For anyone interested in a story
about honor, courage, fear and de-

termination, this is the movie to
watch. Loyalty, commitment and
self sacriﬁce only scratch the surface
of themes this movie presents. And
for anyone interested in getting a
second hand experience of what it
takes to be part of a dare devil organization set on saving other peoples’
lives regardless of their own—this is
deﬁnitely the movie to watch.

training, education, talents and leadership to the test. Saving lives,
protecting the environment, enforcing the law, patrolling our ports,
keeping America safe and making yourself and your country proud.
Explore officer opportunities, eligibility, benefits and application
process at GOCOASTGUARD.COM or call 1-877-NOW-USCG.
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Have Some Fun
National Lampoon
The Corpse Bride
Campus Calendar
UVA Newsmakers
Campus Calendar
Classic GTCN
Somethin’ Fresh
Larry the Cable Guy
RV
United 93
Lucky Number Slevin

sat.
10.7

12:00
2:00
4:00
7:00
8:30
10:30
12:30

The Pink Panther
Lucky Number Slevin
RV
Larry the Cable Guy
United 93
The Pink Panther
The Corpse Bride

sun.
10.8

12:00
2:00
4:00
7:00
8:30
10:30
12:30

United 93
RV
The Pink Panther
Larry the Cable Guy
Lucky Number Slevin
United 93
The Pink Panther

12:00
2:00
4:00
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
8:30
10:30

National Lampoon
The Corpse Bride
Campus Calendar
UVA Newsmakers
Campus Calendar
Classic GTCN
Somethin‘ Fresh
Larry the Cable Guy
The Pink Panther
Lucky Number Slevin

tue.
10.10

12:00
2:00
4:00
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
8:30
10:30

Zilo Network
United 93
Campus Calendar
World Business Review
Campus Calendar
Planet X
Campus Calendar
Larry the Cable Guy
RV
The Pink Panther

wed.
10.11

12:00
2:00
4:00
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
8:30
10:30
12:30

National Lampoon
The Pink Panther
Campus Calendar
UVA Newsmakers
Campus Calendar
Classic GTCN
Somethin‘ Fresh
Larry the Cable Guy
Lucky Number Slevin
RV
The Corpse Bride

12:00
2:00
4:00
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
8:30
10:30
12:30

Zilo Network
RV
Campus Calendar
World Business Review
Campus Calendar
Planet X
Campus Calendar
Larry the Cable Guy
United 93
Lucky Number Slevin
The Pink Panther

mon.
10.9

thur.
10.12

What’s
On?
WEEK
WEEK
OF
OF
9.1 - 9.7
10.6 - 10.12

GEORGIA TECH CABLE NETWORK OF

GTCN

21

October Movies
RV

The Corpse Bride

United 93

Larry the Cable Guy:
Health Inspector

Movies brought
to you by:

The Pink Panther

Lucky Number
Slevin

The MTVU Woodies Tour 2006 comes to Georgia Tech!

Vote for your favorite artists!
Enter to win great prizes!
Get your FREE giveaway bag!
Friday, October 13
11am - 3pm
Skiles Walkway

Tutor-Vision
20 is back this fall!

GTCN

Get Your
School On

mon., tue. & thurs.

6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00
11:00

ME 6201
ECE 6557
Math 6701
Tutor-Vision
RHA Tonight (Thursday Only)

Tutor-Vision
is a tutoring
live tutoring
call-in
Tutor-Vision
is live
on GTCN
20!
Sunday through
Thursday
at 9pm,
program
on GTCN
20! tutors
are available
for help
with Calculus,
Tutors
are available
for Chemistry, and Physics.
Check
out
the
help with Calculus, informational video
at
Chemistry,
and Physics.
http://www.gtcn.gatech.edu/
quicktime/tutorVision/tutorVision.htm.
Tutor-Vision is brought to you by GTCN and
the Learning Assistance Program.

wed. & fri.
6:00
7:30
9:00
11:00

ECE 6273
Math 6580
Tutor-Vision (Wednesday Only)
SGA Tonight (Wednesday Only)

www.gtcn.gatech.edu

cable television

video production

The Georgia Tech Cable Network

Tutor-Vision is brought to you by GTCN and
the Learning Assistance Program.
digital media

fri.
10.6

12:00
2:00
4:00
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
8:30
10:30
12:30

gtcn

t h e g e o r g i a t e ch ca bl e n e tw o r k
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1010101001101010TWO BITS 0110100110001010

Two Bits man shares his uplifting stories of inspiration, truth and accents
Ahoy, ye scurvy scallywags! Oh,
sorry, I forgot “International Talk
like a Pirate Day” is over. Being able
to say things like, “I’ll be commandeering this here bus” and “prepare
to have your booty plundered” were
about the only bright spot in my
otherwise terrible week.
Two Bits Man is in NO MOOD
to write this column, having had
a string of bad days that the word
“horrendous” cannot even begin to
describe. Where should we start?
How about with the big fat 33%
I received on my ﬁrst test of the
semester.
Thank you my twitchy,
little chihuahua of a professor for making
a test that would
have been impossible even if you
had decided to
actually teach the
material.
No, instead,
you spent every
class period dropping the cha lk
and stuttering in
a vaguely Schwarzenegger-like accent.
I appreciate that.
Or we could talk
about the combination
of wet ﬂip-ﬂops and the
deathtraps that are the
brick sidewalks near the
Love building. For those
of you who don’t understand
what I mean, let’s just say I had a
particularly spectacular fall.

No really. I did a round oﬀ, two
back ﬂips and a half twist before I
landed ﬂat on my ass. At some point
during my intense aerobatics, I lost
a shoe and drenched my backpack.
The shoe was recovered; my notes
were not. (I needed a yo ho ho and
a bottle of rum, indeed.)
And then things took a turn
for the worse. In fact, I didn’t even
know that the situation I’m about
to describe was possible.
So, I’m getting out of the car
when I turn around and my backpack catches on the corner of the
door. My backpack

slams the door shut on my
hand, which I had cleverly managed
to place exactly on the edge of the

door frame. I pull my hand loose
from the door, which then closes just
softly enough to lock without being
fully latched. (How in the name of
all things good and holy did that
happen?! I still don’t know.)
Many things immediately run
through my mind (most of which
are not printable, but to paraphrase),
“Owww. My keys are still in the
car. Owwww. My lights are still
on. Owwwww. My ﬁnger is going
to fall oﬀ. Owwwwww.”
So I stood there in immense
pain, mentally kicking
myself for my complete
and utter stupidity. My
keys are locked in the
car. The dome-lights
are quietly, malevolently sapping away
my battery. And my
hand looks like I’ve
caught some sort
of ﬂesh-eating bacteria
that causes
your skin
to rot, turn
black, and
f a l l of f
(scurvy?).
Needless
to say, I
was one
u n happy
pirate.
By the time I managed
to get a spare set of keys, the lights
had completely drained my battery,
requiring me to jumpstart my car.

Jumpstarting my car turned into a cable to the terminal of the battery.”
trial all its own.
I don’t remember why Mr. Hartwell
You see, parking on campus is said I shouldn’t do that, but I’m pretty
what one might call “insane.” There sure it involved dismemberment and
are rarely enough parking spaces and possible death.
I was parked in between two truckBut, being the heroic, dashing,
o-sauruses (only slightly smaller than fearless man that I am, I bravely
a female brontoa g r e e d a nd
saurus) with ﬁve
attached the
I don’t remember
foot tires. (And
cable to my car
yes, before I start
battery.
why Mr. Hartwell
getting angry diThe result
said I shouldn’t do
nosaur-nerd letcreated an imters, I know that I
pressive shower
that, but I’m pretty
should have said
of sparks (which
sure it involved
Apatosaurus, but
seemed a bit
I learned brondangerous in
dismemberment and
tosaurus when I
a place filled
possible death.
was ﬁve, so that’s
with oil puddles
what I’m going
a nd ga soline
with.)
tanks), but my
To get another car anywhere car roared to life with the fervor
close to being able to jumpstart my of a man whose just seen a comely
battery, I had to ﬁnd jumper cables wench* after six months at sea with
approximately a million feet long. 15 other smelly, hairy, potentially
Once such anomalous jumper lethal men.
cables were found, I carefully atI wish I could say that my week
tached them the way I had been got better from here. But after this
taught in driver’s ed (shout out to tiresome, unlucky week my grades
Mr. Hartwell, driver’s ed teacher suck, my backpack is ruined, and
extraordinaire).
my ﬁngernails are falling oﬀ.
Red goes to the red terminal,
I think I may buy a puppy, just
black goes to the black terminal, so I can invite people over to kick
except on the dead car, where black it.** I think that’s the only thing
is supposed to be attached to the that could have made my week any
chassis of the car. (Remember that, worse (aside from not bein’ a right
kids. Someday, you too will have to fearsome buccaneer).
pay for your own idiocy.) We turn
*I be meanin’ no disrespect to
on the other car, wait a minute, and the lovely ladies of this here ﬁne
try mine. And… nothing.
institution.
The friend helping me says, “Hey,
**No puppies were harmed in
we should attach the black end of the the writing of this article.
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Runi Afsharpou
Alex Agle
Jonghwa Ahn
Mark Allen
David Andersen
Amanda Avery
Shawn Badinger
Sh
Steve Bange
Jill Barber, Ph. D.
Chris Baucom
Alex Becking
Keaton Belli
Amy Bolling
Aaron Bozorg
Sarah Brackmann
AJ Brown
Paige Carpentier
Ralph Carter
Adam L. Caskey
Michael Casner
Franco Catalano
Lindsay Catlin
T. W. Cauthen
Kyle Chao
Vickie Cherry
Jay C. Constantz
Buck Cooke
Umehani Dalal
David Dial
Shannon Dodd
Brian Dominy
John Douglass
Jonathan Duke
Ann Dunkin
Valarie DuRant-Modeste
Brandon Elson
Steve Emanuelson

Ryan Epp
Jim Farmer
Shannon Fatehi
Rev. Steve Fazenbaker
Andy Fox
Kelsey Fox
Melissa Freedenberg
Marc. D. Galindo
Erika Gemzer
Sheree L. Gibson
Rebecca Glatzer
Glenn Greene
Roxanne Greeson
R. Scott Griffin
G
Sally Hammock
Nicholas Heins
Rodney Hill
Felix Hu
Sarabrynn Hudgins
Brett Hulst
Tameeka hunter
Daniel Ianniello
Danny Ingram
Kacey Ivey
Bela Jacobson
Corey Lee Jones
Nick Katz
Mitchel T. Keller
Diana Kerckhof
Antoine Khoury
Betsy Kidwell
Sally Kline
Sid Kossowsky
Katrina Kumm
Victor Kumsomboone
Sena LaPean

Rebecca Lapidus, Ph. D.
Jeremiah Lawson
Kyle Lemons
Monique Lett
Brett Lucey
Caroline Mahoney
Matthew Marcus
Lauren Weatherly
Randy McDow
Ericka McGarity
Scott McKee
Luigi Montanez
Christina Morton
Allie Murray
Binh Ngo
Cliff Norris
DuPree Padgett
Ian Palmer
Matthew Palo
Patti C. Parker
Anu Parvatiyar
Vince Pedicino
Billiee Pendleton-Parker
Ruperto M. Perez, Ph. D.
Colleenn Petterson
Caroline Flueger
Vicky Pickens
Anna Pinder
Ann Pitini
Laura Powders
Christine Primmer
Nathan Randall
Merideth Ray
Priyanka Ray
Stephanie Ray
St

Carlos Rios
Amber Robinson
Kyle Rogers
Chris Russell
Reid Samuel
Abe Saunders
David Scherzinger
Thomas Shanks
Michael Sheldon
Holly Shikano
Joseph Slade
Jennifer M. Smith
Kenny St. Clair
Amy Stalzer
Shannon Sullivan
Julie Swann
Monica Sweat
Dan Treadaway
Yvette Upton
KC Vavra
Lauren Vernon
Lau
Steve Wade
Lowrie Ward
Nate Watson
Miles Wei
Jordan Williams
Ofc. Justin Wong
Sean Wood
Brenda Woods
Colin Wright
Alison Yaeger
Steph Yang
Heather Yopp
Wes Younger
Calvin Yu
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By Asif Heerji
Assistant Sports Editor

Duke

from page 28

and they have a nationally recognized
basketball program.
It takes the right coach to be able
to recruit at an academic school,
and it seems that Gailey has ﬁnally
reached the part of the learning curve
where he can eﬀectively sell Tech.
The same excuses were made by Tech

fans during the early years of Gailey’s
tenure, and they are made at every
other true academic school.
His straight forward attitude
has begun to bring success on the
recruiting front as well as Saturday
afternoons on the Flats.
The Duke Chronicle did not respond to messages and were unavailable for comment for this story.
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Money Making Orientation
7pm this Thursday

ns

Also:
Custom tailored Suits
Custom tailored Shirts (Men & Women)
Custom tailored Sweaters

Call 678-770-2749
for details
------ y

our init

--------- your
nam

ials he

re!!!

e here!!!

Visit:
www.ziami.com
Money Making Orientation
7pm this Thursday at
1704 Fernleaf Circle, ATL, GA 30318
Call: 678-770-2749 for details

--------- your name
he

Earn Money
Wearing Our Clothes!

re!!!

Already a
BIG HIT
in Europe!
New to
the U.S.
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hit ‘em hard.”
Despite playing in a shortened
second half, Tech still added 54
When people ﬁrst look at the points in the third quarter and 42
plaque which sits in the Georgia more points in the ﬁnal frame. At
Tech Athletic Association com- games end, Heisman came through
memorating a 222-0 Tech victory, on his steak dinner promise, but remost believe that it is either a joke or warded both squads for a dominating
a misprint. But this is no joke, and performance.
Cumberland’s longest play from
no misprint – this is for real.
Tomorrow is the 90th anniver- scrimmage was a 10-yard pass play
sary, to the day, of the most lopsided which came on fourth-and-22.
Neither team recorded a ﬁrst
game in football history. On October
7, 1916, the Cumberland College down in the game as Cumberland
Bulldogs (now called Cumberland turned the ball over on each posUniversity) came into Atlanta, only session and Tech scored on each
to go down in the record books. Tech possession before they had a chance
defeated the Bulldogs by a score of to earn a ﬁrst down. The Bulldogs
222-0. Most impressive was that amassed a whopping negative 28
the Jackets accomplished the feat yards of oﬀense.
“I called for a quarterback
without ever attempting a pass.
sneak on fourth
Not only did
down late in the
Tech set the re“We’re ahead. But
final period,”
cord for most
said quarterpoints scored
you can’t tell what
back Morris
in a game and
those Cumberland
Gouger.
largest margin of
needed
victory, they set
players have up their 25 “We
yards and
records for most
sleeves. They may
were deep in
yards gained in
our territory. I
a single game
spring a surprise.”
made it back to
( 9 78 ) , m o s t
the line of scrimpoints kicked
John Heisman
mage and saved
after touchdown
Former Tech Head Coach
us from really
by one player in a
ignominious desingle game (18
by Jim Preas) and most points scored feat. If we had punted, as we should
have, Tech would have blocked the
in one quarter (63).
Head Coach John Heisman kick, made another touchdown and
reportedly divided the team into the score would have been 229-0.”
Cumberland fumbled the ball
two squads which played alternate
quarters. A steak dinner was up for late in the ballgame. As the ball
grabs to the team that scored the approached B.F. Paty, the fumbler
said to Paty, “pick it up.”
most points.
“Pick it up yourself, you dropped
The Jackets’ ﬁrst squad rung up
63 points in the ﬁrst quarter and it,” said Paty in response.
The Jackets scored so many
then watched the second squad do
the same, providing Tech with a touchdowns that Tech’s place kickers
missed two of the 32 extra points
126-0 lead at halftime.
Coach Heisman agreed to shorten kicked in the game, or else the score
the third and fourth quarters during would have been 224-0.
Cumberland committed 15 turnthe intermission to make the game
overs in the game, losing 9 fumbles
go by quicker.
Comfortably ahead going into the and throwing 6 interceptions, and
third quarter, Coach Heisman didn’t Tech scored 12 special teams and
want his team to let up. “You’re doing defensive touchdowns.
“Of all players in all sports who
all right, team,” Heisman said to his
players at halftime. “We’re ahead. exaggerate about their feats, I know
But you just can’t tell what those football players are the worst,” said
Cumberland players have up their former Head Coach Bobby Dodd.
sleeves. They may spring a surprise. “But this is one bunch that never has
Be alert, men. Hit ‘em clean, but to exaggerate about a score.”

Custom tailored
ur name
jeans skirt with yo

sto
m

Tech’s 222-0 drubbing of Cumberland featured the ‘Golden Tornados’
scoring 32 touchdowns without picking up or allowing a ﬁrst down.

Stupid people suck
I miss Kelsey
Can we get more/better computers in the ME building (that work and can print)?
Whiteman = RAFA Commander
they have more variaties of condoms than peanut butter in the market....??
1st ﬂoor hemphill, your cooking smells amazing...I want some :(
Robert Edmons STOP BEING SARCASTIC!!!
Red Route drivers can kiss my butt
Stingers should at least be required to stop when there are people waiting at a stop
No more sardines in the Stingers!
See page 28 for more Slivers!
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Photo provided courtesy of GTAA
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90-year anniversary
of lopsided victory
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BEYOND THE WHITE AND GOLD

Academics are not the problem with Duke football
By Michael Clarke
Sports Editor

Tech’s academics have recently
come under some scrutiny from an
unlikely source. The Duke Chronicle
recently published the following in
their Sept. 25 issue of the paper:
“The admissions requirements
are a humongous obstacle,” said
Fred Goldsmith, who was the Blue
Devil’s head coach from 1994 to
1998. “I don’t think Georgia Tech,
Virginia or Wake Forest damaged
their academic reputations by coming down to the NCAA minimum
requirements, which pretty much
they have. Duke isn’t even close to
that. The requirements are much,
much higher.”
While there might be some
truth to the statement, the overall
assumption made by Goldsmith
is very inaccurate. Tech’s coach-

ing staﬀ is capable of recruiting a
couple of recruits that are near the
minimum, but those exemptions
are a very small percentage of each
recruiting class.
The Tech admissions oﬃce requires students to take 16 core classes
in high school, while the NCAA
requires only 14. The NCAA has a
sliding scale that originates at a 2.5
GPA and an 820 SAT score. Tech requires more math and science classes
as well as foreign languages than the
NCAA’s core requirements, but the
oﬃcial scale at Tech is unknown
because of privacy laws.
Despite the fact that Duke does
not allow football players to be
recruited at the NCAA minimum
GPA and SAT score, the other 11
schools in the conference are capable
of recruiting at diﬀerent levels.
However, it is unfair to make
blanket statements about these

exemptions. Schools like Tech are
permitted to recruit very few per
year while other schools are capable
of recruiting far more. These diﬀer-

It might be slightly
harder to get into
Duke, but it is also
much easier to
stay enrolled after
walking through the
door.
ences are very important and should
not be overlooked.
I sat down with Tech Head Coach
Chan Gailey in 2004 when he stated
the following:
“We try to do a great job with
academics here because that is one

of our strengths. There are not as
many [recruits] out there that we
can recruit as Florida, Georgia and
Auburn [can] because we have more
stringent academic requirements.
There are enough guys that can
do the academic work and win a
championship. You just have to go
out there and turn over more rocks
and ask more questions to ﬁnd out
where these guys are. You have to
ﬁnd them; they aren’t just going to
fall in your lap.”
It might be slightly harder to
get into Duke, but it is also much
easier to stay enrolled after walking
through the door. As a school, Duke
graduates nearly every student that
enrolls and that is far from the case
at Tech. Sociology is one of the
most common majors for studentathletes at Duke and Management
is one of the most common majors
at Tech. Duke’s Sociology program

is a 90-plus hour major while Tech’s
Management program is a 120-plus
hour major. The 30 hour diﬀerence
allows for a three year degree program
to be spread out over four years.
This leads to inﬂated graduation
progress scores that are a part of the
NCAA’s new Graduation Success
Rate.
Tech’s Management program is
respected and would be the featured
program at most schools. Duke’s
sociology program was heavily criticized by ESPN and the Washington
Post in years past.
Duke’s academics are a crutch
to fall back on. Their football team
has been at the bottom of the ACC
ever since Steve Spurrier left for
Florida after winning a conference
championship with the Blue Devils.
Spurrier was able to succeed at Duke
See Duke, page 27
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bad news for sal...sitz is pregnant
Unix Sysadmin:
I am the very model of a modern
Unix Sysadmin,
I know the tricks of emacs and
the vi bugs historical,
From a to ZZ upper case, in
order categorical;
I understand commands of
pine, and how they hurt the
human race.
Everyone:
Unix Sysadmin:
I know I should avoid the
nerds who hang out in the
vestibules;
In short, in matters relevant to
programs in slash usr bin,
I am the very model of a modern
Unix Sysadmin.
Everyone:
In short, in matters relevant to
programs in slash usr bin,
Pirates of Penzance.
Gilbert and Sullivan
I Am the Very Model of a Modern Major-General
:) enjoy
cs could possibly be killing me
if there are so many guys at tech,
why the heck am i still single?!!?!
where are they?!!?!
omg omg, LOTR made me cry
too!!!!!!!!
desperation has never sunk to
levels like this
GTCOW sent him a personal
invitation
i almost changed my status to
“whatever i can get” ... seriously!!!
CoC smells like elephant butt.
What constitutes spamming
the slivers?
yalla yalla ... yalla yalla.. yeh
kubsoorat samah...
Slivers are lame.
2:30 AM Saturday CoC labs:
CS empty, ECE crowded. what
then.
sudden rush
WHY does chemE homework
take so damn long....
my suitemate smells....even after
deoderant
Virginia Tech needs to hire new
puppets for the replay booth
Hey VT, the refs tried to give you
the game. what happend?
Physics 2 is more gauche than
o-chem could ever be...
not really
See page 30 for more Slivers!
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MARYLAND (3-1) VS. NO. 18 GEORGIA TECH (4-1)
By Hahnming Lee

Maryland has yet to play an ACC game but
will play eight in a row to ﬁnish the season. The
Terps’ tough schedule has the team facing their
most diﬃcult challenges on the road, starting
this weekend. Their balanced rushing and
passing attack has kept defenses oﬀ balance.
Maryland hopes to avenge its loss to Tech in
2004, where Tech was the underdog to a ranked
Maryland team on the road in College Park,
Md. This year, the roles are reversed.

“Georgia Tech is always
going to be a special place
for me. I spent nine years
of my life there. I have a
lot of close friends there
that will remain my friends
forever.”

• Has the Tech team “arrived”?
With the special teams performing well last Saturday, all three phases
of the team have recently played well. The defense has consistently come
out and executed, but the oﬀense only recently started to show more explosiveness. It remains to be seen if Tech can be consistent in each phase
all season long.

Maryland Head Coach discussing
his Tech ties
Individual Leaders

MD

Player

Passing
Comp-Att-Yds

S. Hollenbach

Rushing
Car.

Team

Player

MD
MD

L. Ball
K. Lattimore

Team

Player

MD
MD

J. Haynos
I. Williams

61-105-681
60
49

Receiving
Rec.

13
12

TD INT

Yds

276
255
Yds

148
158

4

• Is Tech able to ﬁnish games?
Tech has led after the ﬁrst half in every game this year, holding opponents to an average of 6.6 points before half time, but the team has been
inconsistent in the second half. Notre Dame pulled ahead and Troy tied
the game early in the third quarter of their respective games. The Jackets
were able to stop the Hokies’ oﬀense in the third quarter of last week’s
game, but allowed Virginia Tech to score twice in the fourth quarter.
• Will Maryland be able to get past Tech’s defense?
In 55 under defensive coordinator Jon Tenuta, Tech’s defense has held
the opposition to under 100 yards rushing 28 times, going 21-7 in those
games. The linebacking corps, led by Philip Wheeler, has created turnovers, pressured quarterbacks and closed running gaps for all opposing
rushers. Though relatively young, the defense has stepped up and become
an integral part of Tech’s success.

Ralph Friedgen

Team

Four Key Questions

3
TD

5
1

TD

1
2

• Has Reggie Ball done enough to silence critics?
Ball has been criticized throughout his career for his inconsistent play
and sometimes erratic throws. This season however, he has stepped up
and led Tech to four straight wins. He has contributed with both his feet
and his arm, scrambling for ﬁrst downs and touchdowns when necessary.
While he is still making mistakes, he has demonstrated his mastery of the
Tech oﬀense and has emerged as the true leader of the team. If he can lead
Tech to an ACC title, he will certainly have silenced his naysayers.

Spread: Tech by 14

Tech’s convincing wins against Virginia
and Virginia Tech have put the team atop the
ACC Coastal division. Tech must continue
dominating ACC opponents to maintain hopes
of being in Jacksonville come December. The
oﬀense has started to click, providing threats
both through the air and on the ground with
Calvin Johnson leading the aerial attack and
Tashard Choice, Reggie Ball and Rashaun
Grant providing the ground attack.

“They had a week off, they
can ﬁx some things that
they were not doing well,
and you hope it doesn’t all
come together this week.
They’re potentially a very
good football team.”
Chan Gailey

Tech Head Coach discussing the
Maryland Terrapins
Individual Leaders
Team

GT

Player

Passing
Comp-Att-Yds
Rushing
Car.

R. Ball

Team

Player

GT
GT

T. Choice
R. Ball

Team

Player

GT
GT

C. Johnson
J. Johnson

54-104-768
75
52

Receiving
Rec.

25
12

TD INT

Yds

364
231
Yds

426
197

9

5
TD

4
1

TD

7
1
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Niekamp must ﬁll big shoes with young team
By William Bretherton
Senior Staﬀ Writer

By Michael Skinner/ STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Sophomore setter Allie Niekamp looks to step in as Tech’s table setter
and guide a young Jacket squad to great heights starting this year.

Last year, Allie Niekamp only
saw action in seven games as she was
backing up then senior All-American
setter Lindsay Laband.
“I have some really big shoes
to ﬁll. Lindsay Laband and Kele
Eveland were amazing. They did
so much for the team and for the
program. I just hope that I can live
up to what they did, and help out
any way that I can. I learned so much
from Lindsay,” said the sophomore
setter, from Findlay, Ohio.
“From day one, she pulled me
aside and let me know that we were
going to be friends. While we competed against each other, there would
be no reason to hate each other,”
This year, she has used that knowledge to get oﬀ to a good start. She
was the ﬁrst Tech player to record a
triple-double since December 12th,
2003 when Kele Eveland recorded
one in the NCAA Tournament
against California.
Up to that point, there had only
been three triple-doubles in Tech’s
volleyball history.
She was named ACC Player of the
Week for her performance the week
of Sept. 4 and she was also named
MVP of the Regency Suites Invitational that was hosted by Tech.
“It’s nice to win awards like that,
but the bigger picture is focusing

on what our team is doing. It was
so great that our team won the Regency Suites Invitational. I never
would have been the MVP had it
not been for the team winning the
tournament. We are so fortunate to
have so many gifted athletes here.
I can just throw the ball in the air
and I know that my hitters will get
the kill,” Niekamp said.
The team has started slow in the
conference after an 8-2 start (8-6

“It’s nice to win
awards like that, but
the bigger picture is
focusing on what our
team is doing.”
Allie Niekamp

Sophomore setter

Overall, 0-4 ACC). The losses in
conference include a 3-2 home loss
to Florida State and a loss on the road
against ACC leader Duke.
While the losses have hurt Tech’s
chances of making the NCAA Tournament, it does not mean that the
season can’t be turned around.
“We really have not had the start
that we hoped to have, but it is hard
to stay down when you are on this
team because everyone is so positive

and motivated. It’s frustrating that
we haven’t been winning yet, but I
know that we will start winning,”
Niekamp said.
Outside of helping the team turn
the season around, Niekamp has
other personal goals.
“My goal for the team is to outwork every team that we face. You
can beat a team by a large margin,
but if you do not feel like you outworked them then you do not come
oﬀ of the ﬂoor feeling good. You can
lose to a good team, but if you give
everything you have then you can feel
good because you gave everything
you had,” Niekamp said.
Even if the Jackets are unable
to turn their season around, the
experience of playing volleyball
and being around her teammates
won’t change.
“I know that there are a lot of
people who have gone to college to
play volleyball and hated it. I just
feel blessed that it is not like that
here. We have coaches that make it
fun, and players that motivate you
and push you. I know that this team
does not have the best record in the
country, but I can guarantee you that
we have a better time than some of
those teams, and we are closer.”
Niekamp and the Jackets look to
put their early ACC struggles behind
them as they face Maryland tonight
at 7 p.m. and Boston College on
Sunday at 1 p.m.
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Tech MIGHT ACTUALLY BEAT uga this year!! yea baby...
jeremy - six years.... damn..
Flavor Flaaaaaaaaaaav!
Yeaaaaaaaaaaaa Boooiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!
i thought i got over you.. time and time again..
when i want to be away from you???
even if it takes a year, or forever...~ just for your sake..
people (girls) may look at this and say “omg,, just go after her and try..!”
Not at other people’s computers Asif!
can I have an extension? I got attacked by a rabid cat.
give me plaintext or give me death
take a chill pill, my rad grad
nerds need love too
they just gotta pay
only terrorists use Windows Vista
WREK should broadcast the football games instead of playing lamo eclectic musak
POWERNAP rocked my socks oﬀ!
I think I lost my dignity in the sand... please return it ASAP.
is it fun reading my slivers?
Nix calls the plays, Tenuta runs the D...Is it safe to ﬁnally CAN CHAN?
go jackets!
Tariﬀ-rate is Chicken; quota is Turtle.
Skiles stinks
Free Speech at Tech?
i heart the Davids.
does anyone in CCF use their heads? Ever?
GT beat VT... take that Stephen!
The whole world is due on Monday....f*ck, man
That girl on Lost totally got felt up.

SPORTS

bythe
numbers
16
Tech’s ranking in the latest ESPN.
com Power 16 and in the ESPNU All
State Standings, which is determined
by a fan vote.
With a convincing victory over
the Hokies last weekend, the Jackets
have received national recognition,
moving up to the 18th spot in the
Associate Press Poll from No. 24
and cracked the USA Today poll
and Harris Poll at No. 20.
Both the USA Today and Harris polls are factored into the Bowl
Championship Series, a formula
which uses both computer and human polls to determine college
football rankings.

Defense

from page 32

Wheeler recorded eight tackles,
two sacks and forced a fumble.
Wheeler’s eﬀort against the Hokies
led to him being named the ACC
Defensive Lineman of the Week
and the FWAA/Bronco Nagurski
National Defensive Player of the
Week awards.
The defense made several key
plays in the game to help the Jackets maintain the early lead. In the
second quarter, Georgia Tech held
the Hokies to just two ﬁeld goals for
a total of six points after two Reggie
Ball interceptions.
In the third quarter, the Jackets
forced two key turnovers that sealed
the game. Phillip Wheeler forced
Virginia Tech quarterback Sean
Glennon to fumble at his own 38
yard line, and junior linebacker
Gary Guyton picked up the ball and
didn’t look back giving the Jackets
a 31-13 lead.

On the next possession for the
Hokies, KaMichael Hall forced
Glennon to fumble again. This time,
it was recovered by junior defensive
end Adamm Oliver.
“It always feels good to hit a
quarterback,” Hall said, when asked
about how it felt to face Glennon
versus the more agile ex-Hokie
quarterbacks, Marcus Vick and
Bryan Randall.
The Jackets played well on special
teams against a Virginia Tech team
that specializes in blocking kicks
and generally causing havoc with a
style of play known as “Beamerball”.
However, Georgia Tech was able to
block their ﬁrst punt of the season
when reserve Troy Garside was able
to deﬂect a Nic Schmitt punt in the
ﬁrst quarter.
Punter Durant Brooks downed
three of his ﬁve punts inside of the
20 yard line, and kickoﬀ specialist
Mohammed Yahiaoui had two
touchbacks as the Jackets kick coverage improved.

Virginia Tech - Georgia Tech
Georgia Tech
Virginia Tech

21 3 14 0 ̶ 38
7 6 0 14 ̶ 27

First Quarter

GT - C. Johnson 3-yd pass from
Ball (Bell kick), 12:22
GT - C. Johnson 53-yd pass from
Ball (Bell kick), 7:54
GT - T. Choice 5-yd run (Bell kick),
4:12
VT - B. Ore 26-yd run (Pace kick),
0:20

Second Quarter

VT - B. Pace 41-yd ﬁeld goal, 7:41
VT - B. Pace 25-yd ﬁeld goal, 4:29
GT - T. Bell 22-yd ﬁeld goal, 0:03

Third Quarter

GT - G. Guyton 51-yd fumble
recovery (Bell kick), 13:29
GT - T. Choice 9-yd run, 0-yd
fumble recovery (Bell kick), 3:02

Fourth Quarter

VT - E. Lewis 1-yd run (Pace kick),
11:40
VT - E. Royal 21-yd pass from
Glennon (Bell kick), 3:31

Individual Leaders

GT
T. Choice
R. Ball
Totals

9
The number of players the Tech
baseball team lost due to graduation
or the MLB First Year Player Draft
last summer.
The Jackets opened fall practices
yesterday as they prepare for the 2007
season starting in February. The fall
practices will conclude with the annual White and Gold World Series,
a best-of-three intrasquad series.
Tech is coming oﬀ of a College
World Series appearance in June,
the third trip to Omaha, Neb. under
Head Coach Danny Hall.
Despite losing ﬁve seniors from
the 2006 squad, the Jackets look to
reload for another College World
Series run, rather than rebuilding
for the future, as they return 19 letterwinners from the 2006 squad.
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Rushing

VT
B. Ore
E. Lewis
Totals

Car.
18
13
36

Yds
105
34
149

TD
2
0
2

Car.
14
5
27

Yds
59
19
42

TD
1
1
2

Receiving

GT
C. Johnson
j. Johnson
Totals

Rec.
6
2
9

Yds TD
115 2
62
0
176 2

VT
E. Royal
J. Harper
J. Hyman
D. Clowney
Totals

Rec.
7
4
6
5
27

Yds TD
102 1
109 0
58
0
58
0
339 1

GT
R. Ball
Totals
By Scott Meuleners / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Redshirt junior running back Tashard Choice carrys the ball across
the goal line to give Georgia Tech a 21-0 lead in the ﬁrst quarter.

Passing

Comp-Att-Yds TD INT
9-17-176
2 2
9-17-176
2 2

VT
Comp-Att-Yds TD INT
S. Glennon 27-53-339
1 0
Totals
27-54-339
1 0

sports
shorts
Cross country

excels in Louisville
The Tech men’s and women’s
cross country teams competed in
the Greater Louisville Classic last
weekend.
The women placed ﬁrst overall
out of 31 teams in the 5k race, while
the men tallied a 13th place ﬁnish
out of 36 teams.
Senior Mary Chind was the
highest ﬁnisher individually, placing seventh amongst 273 runners
in the event. Junior Nisha Kurian
followed her in eighth place. Elena
Linn ﬁnished 10th, giving Tech three
top-10 ﬁnishers.
The women’s cross country team
is ranked sixth in the lastest United
States Cross Country Coaches
Association (USCCCA) South
Region poll.
Senior David Herren paced the
men as the top Tech ﬁnisher in the
8k race. Following Herren were junior Nazar Trilisky and sophomore
Casey Gramling.The men ﬁnished
in 13th position out of 36 teams in
their 8k race.

Former tech star
named commish

Two-time All-ACC selection and
12-year NBA veteran, John Salley
was named the new commissioner
of the American Basketball Association (ABA).
An impact player on the Flats
from 1982-1986, Salley was a ﬁrstround draft pick of the Detroit
Pistons in 1986.
Salley was inducted into the
Georgia Tech Hall of Fame in 1991,
and his No. 22 jersey hangs from
the rafters of Alexander Memorial
Coliseum.

Pizza * Wings * Calzones * Salads * Stromboli * Breadsticks

Technique:

FAST DELIVERY!

Writers wanted.

$1.50 Delivery Fee

BEST PIZZA!

Call Now! 404-874-4445

Hours: Sun 12-10 pm, Mon- Thurs 11-11 pm
Fri- Sat. 11- midnight
151 14th Street
Ofﬁce Depot /CVS Plaza

“Finest Restaurant!”
BUSINESS REVIEW, Atlanta Sunday Paper
“Best Reputation.”
BUSINESS OUTLOOK, AJC

Super Student
Steal!
4

14" Large
1 topping pizza
only $4.99!

or order online at
www.campusfoods.com
Visit us at www.allstarpizzaco.com
for full menu and more deals!

Super Student
Steal!
14" Large
1 topping pizza
only $4.99!

(For campus delivery or carry-out only.)

(For campus delivery or carry-out only.)

Unlimited Use! Expires Sept. 30, 2006

Unlimited Use! Expires Sept. 30, 2006

Super Student
Steal!
14" Large
1 topping pizza
only $4.99!
(For campus delivery or carry-out only.)
Unlimited Use! Expires Sept. 30, 2006
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RACE RIOTS REMEMBERED

A round table discussion at the library
commemorates the 100-year anniversary
of Atlanta’s 1906 Race Riots. Page 11

STARFOX NOW HANDHELD

StarFox Command was recently released
for the Nintendo DS. Students can now
play the game with others in class. Page 21

Volleyballʼs losing
streak extends to 4

State hit a stellar .526 and put
the Jackets away, 15-9, to win
the match, three games to two.
After starting out the ACC Stegemann led Tech with 18
season with two losses, the vol- kills, sophomore Talisa Kellogg
leyball team looked to get back added 15 kills and freshman
on track as they welcomed Florida Chrissy DeMichelis had 11 kills
State and Miami to the O’Keefe on the night.
Gymnasium last weekend.
“We will talk about this
Unfortunately, it did not go as game for about 20 minutes,
scripted for the Jackets. The team then we will forget about it, get
dropped both matches ,and fell to a good nights rest, get up in the
0-4 in Atlantic Coast Conference morning, get breakfast and get
play for the ﬁrst time since 1990. mentally prepared for Miami,”
It is also only the fourth time in said sophomore defensive specialschool history
ist Michelle
that Tech has
Kandell.
lost four conTech tried
“Whether there is
secutive ACC
to bounce back
a black up or not,
matches.
against Miami
T e c h
on Saturday
you have nothing
opened their
i g ht , a nd
to lose. This is our nwere
home s l ate
oﬀ to a
a ga inst t he
good start in
gym, we own this
Seminoles,
the ﬁrst game
gym.”
who came
after an early
into Atlanta
12-2 run. The
Michelle Kandell
unbeaten in
team held oﬀ
Defensive Specialist
conference
a late Miami
play. Florida
comeback to
State out hit
win the game
the Jackets .286 to .226 and 30-27. Sophomore Callie Miller
took the ﬁrst game of the match, had six blocks in the game, and
30-23.
led a Tech defense which held the
In the second game, Tech was Hurricanes to a .061 hit percentout hit by 108 percentage points, age in the opening game.
.390 to .282, but kept the game
Miami answered in game two,
close. The Jackets were in prime jumping out to an early 11-3 lead
position to tie the match down and cruised to a 30-21 win as they
the stretch, but the Seminoles hit .361 in the second game. The
used a 5-1 run to close out the momentum continued for the
game and take a commanding Hurricanes into game three as
2-0 lead in the match.
they won 30-27.
Tech fought back in game
Down the stretch of game
three, using an 8-1 run to help four, Tech held a 28-26 advanbuild an 11 point lead as they tage, butMiami got four straight
coasted to a 30-15 victory. Florida points to win the game and
State hit -.111 in the game, as match, 30-28.
they registered more errors than
“Just staying tight knowing
they did kills. Ulrike Stegemann that you give your all, you have
added seven kills in the fourth nothing to lose. Whether there is
game to help the Jackets tie the a block up or not, you have nothmatch at 2-2 with a 30-27 win. ing to lose. This is our gym, we
In the ﬁfth game, Florida own this gym,” said Kandell.
By Asif Heerji
Assistant Sports Editor

By Scott Meuleners / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Jackets prevail in
Battle of the Techs
“I think everybody in [the
press room] is shocked, but none
of those guys in [the locker room]
The Jackets came out early are shocked,” Gailey said.
against the Hokies and set the
The Tech oﬀense was led by
tone in the “Battle of the Techs.” wide receiver Calvin Johnson
Tech scored three touchdowns who caught six passes for 115
in the ﬁrst 12 minutes and held yards and two touchdowns.
a 21-7 lead at the end of the ﬁrst Both touchdowns came in the
quarter. By the time the Virginia ﬁrst quarter. However, it was
Tech band played the “Hokey James Johnson, not Calvin, that
Pokey” at the end of the third started the Jackets oﬀense oﬀ on
quarter, Georgia Tech led 38-13 the right foot.
and went on to win 38-27.
On the ﬁrst play from scrimThe victory for Georgia Tech mage, Ball completed a 59-yard
was their ﬁrst
pass to James
in the state of
Johnson lead“I think
Virginia since
ing to the Jack199 0 when
ets ﬁrst score of
everybody...is
t he Jacket s
the afternoon.
shocked but none
downed then
The drive was
No. 1 ranked
capped oﬀ by a
of those guys in
Virginia on
3-yard touch[the locker room]
t he way to
down pass to
Tech’s most
Calvin Johnare shocked.”
recent national
son on a fade
championship
pattern to the
Chan Gailey
run.
back corner of
Tech Head Coach
“I comthe endzone.
mented to
After a 53several people that at Tuesday’s yard screen pass from Ball to
practice most of our guys just Calvin Johnson that went for a
went about their business. It touchdown and a ﬁve yard touchwas not a ‘rah rah’ type situa- down run by Tashard Choice, the
tion like we had leading up to Jackets were able to cast silence
Notre Dame. We had more of a on the 66,000 fans decked out
sense of purpose,” said Georgia in orange at Lane Stadium by
Tech Head Coach Chan Gailey, taking an early 21-0 lead.
about the Jackets’ preparation for
“You still have to stay on your
Virginia Tech last week.
opponent, no matter how big
The last time Virginia Tech the lead is. That is especially the
allowed more than 30 points case with a team like Virginia
in a game was in 2003 against Tech. It was way too early to get
California in the Insight.com comfortable and let up,” Ball
Bowl where they lost 51-48.
said, about the early lead.
The Jackets 38 points was the
The defense was a key to the
most scored at Lane Stadium Jackets victory and was led by
since 1994 when Virginia scored junior linebacker Philip Wheeler.
42 on their way to a 42-23 victory.
See Defense, page 31
By William Bretherton
Senior Staﬀ Writer

By Scott Mueleners / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Middle linebacker Phillip Wheeler, a redshirt
junior, lays one of four hits on Virginia Tech
quarterback Sean Glennon in the second
quarter of last Saturday’s 38-27 victory (top).
Redshirt junior KaMichael Hall pressures, hits
and sacks Glennon in the ﬁrst quarter of last
Saturday’s Tech victory. Hall had two of the
four Jacket sacks on the afternoon series.

By Julia Bunch / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Sophomore middle hitter Callie Miller registered four kills
against Miami last Saturday as Tech fell to 0-4 in ACC play.

